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SUMMARY  
 
Background: Breast cancer survivors (BCS) often report cognitive dysfunction (CD) after their 
treatment which has major impact on their quality of life (QoL). However, only few intervention 
options are available. This study hypothesizes that BCS who use an interactive educational 
tool (IET) which teaches them to cope with their CD, will significantly improve their QoL. 
  
Methods: Firstly, input from experts in the field were collected to create a scientific base. In 
addition, determinants and educational objectives (EO) were constructed using these inputs. 
Afterwards, a demo version of the IET was developed, in collaboration with MindBytes and UZ 
Gent, and reviewed by clinical experts and real-end users during a focus group (FG).  
  
Results: Four major determinants covered in fifteen EOs were established which are 
addressed in four modules in the IET. Each module contains several scenario’s which were 
validated by the onco-psychologist. After creation, the IET was assessed by both clinical 
experts and a target audience during a FG. In general, both believed in the potentials of the 
tool. Based on the feedback from this and further evaluations, the content will be adapted and 
improved.  
 
Conclusion: This master thesis details the systematic development of an IET aimed at 
improving the QoL of BCS experiencing CD. Both clinical experts as the target audience 
positively validated the underlying scientific evidence base and design foundations, suggesting 
that it was well designed. In the future, it is essential to improve the IET with the pending 
remarks of clinical experts and FG.  
 
 
 
SAMENVATTING  
 
Inleiding: Borstkanker-overlevers (BKO) rapporteren vaak cognitieve disfunctie (CD) na hun 
behandeling, wat een grote impact heeft op hun kwaliteit van leven (KvL). Echter, zijn er weinig 
interventies beschikbaar. Deze studie veronderstelt dat BKO, die een interactief educatie 
programma (IEP) gebruiken die hen leert omgaan met hun CD, hun KvL aanzienlijk zal 
verbeteren. 
 
Methode: Eerst werd de inbreng van gespecialiseerde klinische experten verzameld om een 
wetenschappelijke basis te creëren. Daarnaast, werden met behulp van deze inbreng 
determinanten en educatieve doelstellingen (ED) geconstrueerd. Nadien werd een demoversie 
van de IEP ontwikkeld, in samenwerking met MindBytes en het UZ Gent, en beoordeeld door 
klinische experten en reële eindgebruikers gebruikers tijdens een focusgroep (FG). 
 
Resultaten: Vier belangrijke determinanten werden vastgesteld, onderverdeel in vijftien ED's, 
die in vier modules in de IEP worden behandeld. Elke module bevat verschillende scenario's 
die werden gevalideerd door de onco-psycholoog. Na creatie werd de IEP beoordeeld door 
zowel klinische experten als een doelgroep tijdens een FG. Over het algemeen geloofden 
beide in de mogelijkheden van de tool. Gebaseerd op deze feedback en verdere evaluaties 
zal de inhoud worden aangepast en verbetert. 
 
Conclusie: Deze masterproef beschrijft de systematische ontwikkeling van een IEP gericht op 
het verbeteren van de levenskwaliteit van BKO met CD. Zowel klinische experten als een 
doelgroep hebben de onderliggende wetenschappelijke basis en ontwerp positief gevalideerd, 
wat suggereert dat het goed ontworpen was. In de toekomst is het essentieel om de IEP te 
verbeteren aan de hand van de opmerkingen van klinische experten en FG. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Breast cancer  

 
1.1.1. Epidemiology and incidence in Belgium 

 
Approximately one out of nine women will get breast cancer (BC) before the age of 75 [1]. The 
Belgian Cancer Register registered 10,735 new cases of BC in the year 2016 and BC is 
thereby the most frequently diagnosed cancer among women (35% of all malignancies).  

 
In 2025, about 12,340 females are expected to receive the diagnosis of BC [1]. The increase 
is mainly due to the aging and growth of the population. Moreover, the Belgian government 
offers a biennial screening mammography for women in the age group 50-69 years, who report 
the highest incidence and prevalence of BC [2].   

 
Although BC is still the most important cause of cancer death in females (20% of all cancer 
deaths), survival is increasing with a 5-year survival rate of 89,6% [1]. The development of 
more effective therapies and the earlier detection of BC are the major reasons for the 
increasing survival rates [3, 4]. This has resulted in a significantly larger population of breast 
cancer survivors (BCS) and a need to focus research on improvement of their quality of life 
(QoL) [5].   

 
1.1.2. Treatment options and possible side effects  

 
In a curative setting, both systemic and local therapies are important [1]. Surgery and 
radiotherapy are more localized treatments which treat the tumours locally, whereas targeted 
and hormonal therapy, immune- and chemotherapy are systemic treatments with more 
important generalized side effects and can be administered as a neoadjuvant, adjuvant and 
metastatic treatment [6].  

 
In recent years, therapy has become more personalized depending on histological and 
molecular subtypes, stage of the tumour and health status of the patient. Due to this more 
personalized approach, including local and/or systemic therapy, therapy outcomes are 
improved which contributes to the increasing survival rate [6]. In addition, being diagnosed with 
cancer and undergoing treatment can be an intimidating experience. Side effects of cancer 
treatments can often have a significant impact on the QoL, both during and after the treatment 
process [7]. BC patients are treated by a multi-disciplinary team consisting of oncologists, 
surgeons, radiotherapists, nurses, psychologists etc. The aim of this multi-disciplinary 
approach is to the develop an individual treatment plan with a focus on all biopsychosocial 
aspects [6].  

 
a) Possible side effects of systemic treatments  

 
Although chemotherapy is beneficial in the treatment of a variety of malignancies, it is also 
associated with a number of adverse effects. Due to its systemic delivery, chemotherapy 
destroys all rapidly dividing cells, both cancer cells as well as rapidly dividing healthy cells. 
These are mostly cells of the bone marrow, the cells of the digestive tract wall and cells who 
are responsible for cell growth. The main short- and long-term side effects of chemotherapy 
are fatigue, hair loss, diarrhea, nausea and loss of appetite. In addition, up to 50% of the 
patients experience changes in in their cognitive function, sometimes referred to as suffering 
from ‘chemo-brain’ [6].   

 
The more specific targeted therapies also gave specific side effects. In general, targeted drugs 
have fewer side effects than chemotherapy because they are more specifically targeted on 
cancer cells. However, targeted therapies can also lead to unpleasant side effects such as a 
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higher blood pressure, skin changes (dryness, itching, acne), hair changes (partial or complete 
hair loss), nail problems (nail bed pain, infection) and eye damage (frequent tears, infection) 
[6]. 

  
Hormonal therapy is most often used as adjuvant therapy to prevent recurrence of the tumour. 
Therefore, this therapy is recommended for five to ten years. This treatment affects patients 
for many years, partly because it disrupts the hormone balance in premenopausal women 
which can cause symptoms that are typical for menopause. These women experience 
symptoms like hot flashes, insomnia and sudden mood fluctuations [6]. Moreover, some 
patients report problems with short-term memory and increased scattering [8].  

 
b) Possible side effects of local treatments  

 
Since radiotherapy irritates healthy tissue around de treated area, women common report 
problems such as rash, dry skin, light burns and skin pigmentations. After a large number of 
radiotherapy sessions, patients can experience general fatigue that is gradually felt. BC 
treatment with radiotherapy can have other side effects, such as a swollen breast or the 
appearance, after a few years, of a network of superficial, expanded blood vessels 
(telangiectasia). Also suffering from red skin (erythema) in the folds occurs, especially in 
combination with a large and collapsed breast [6]. 

 
The most common symptoms or complaints after surgery occur on the side of the operated 
breast. Women may suffer from a stiff neck, arm and shoulder muscles, an itchy hand, a wound 
infection or hematoma and insensitivity to the scar and chest. Due to the removal of lymph 
nodes in the armpit cavity, some women experience a swollen arm and hand on the side of 
the operated breast. This phenomenon is called 'thick arm' or 'lymphedema'. Treatment 
consists mainly of specialized physiotherapy (lymphatic drainage), because there is no 
effective medicine to solve this problem. However, this risk can be greatly reduced if there is 
possibility to remove only a small number of lymph nodes by using the sentinel gland technique 
[6].  

 
Although both local and systemic treatments have mainly physical side effects, they can also 
cause psychosocial burdens affecting body image, self-esteem and sexual life, which also has 
a negative psychological impact on their QoL [9,10].  

 
In general, diagnosis, complete treatment and (long-term) side effects and/or burdens 
demands a lot of the patients, both physically and emotionally, even after several months 
following their treatment [11]. Therefore, optimal nursing and medical care as well as special 
attention and guidance, both during and after treatment and revalidation, are very important. 

 
1.2. Cognitive dysfunction in breast cancer survivors  

 
1.2.1. Definition and epidemiology  

 
Cognitive dysfunction (CD) is a symptom that is often reported by cancer patients. This 
phenomenon has been studied mainly in BC patients [12]. BCS commonly report problems 
with their memory, inability to concentrate, feelings of mental slowness and multitasking [7,13, 
14]. Since adequate cognitive functioning is crucial for BCS to continue with their daily lives 
and activities, CD has the potential to disrupt and decrease their QoL [7].  

 
Approximately 17 – 75% of the BCS experience long-term CD that significantly reduce QoL by 
limiting activities of daily life, with difficulties following conversations and long-time 
concentration, impeding the ability to perform both in daily life as in the workplace [4, 7, 13, 
14].  
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Although several studies are focused on the impact of chemotherapy as a major cause of CD 
after BC, BCS who did not receive chemotherapy also report CD and the mechanism of action 
is most likely multifactorial [10, 12, 15].  

 
1.2.2. Perceived versus objective cognitive dysfunction  

 
CD can be measured both with objective and with subjective assessments. While objective 
CD is measured through neuropsychological tests, perceived or subjective CD is measured 
using self-report questionnaires or interviews [14].  

 
Research using neuropsychological tests indicate that many domains of cognition can be 
affected including executive functioning, processing speed, attention and both verbal as visual 
memory. However, objective CD is often found to be subtle and BCS continue to function within 
the normal range [14]. 

 
Perceived CD refers to perceived cognitive difficulties experienced by BCS in their everyday 
life such as concentration, memory and learning problems [14]. Although assessments with 
neuropsychological tests suggest that CD is less prevalent (15-50%), up to 90% of the BCS 
report perceived CD [16]. This could be explained because of the fact that subjective and 
objective tests assess different constructs. Objective tests asses performance at one point in 
time while subjective tests asses this over extended periods. Moreover, neuropsychological 
assessments are often conducted in quiet conditions that fail to reflect the real-life environment 
of BCS. Moreover, BCS tend to compare between time before and after diagnosis which is not 
assessed during neuropsychological testing [14]. 

 
Unfortunately, these discrepancies can cause a lot of frustrations for BCS because the 
available studies are mainly focused on quantifying CD instead of undertaking the patients’ 
perspectives and experiences with CD. Moreover, because objective tests being often 
inconclusive, BCS often fear that they are getting Alzheimer’s or age-related memory problems 
which makes them feel misunderstood. Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of 
CD from the patient’s perspective and learn how breast cancer survivors can be assisted in 
coping with the cognitive changes [14].  

 
As a result, the research for this thesis project was mainly focused on perceived CD as it is a 
significant concern for BCS and has a significant impact on their QoL, impacting many aspects 
of their daily lives such as employment, social functioning and social integration.  
 
1.2.3. Possible causes  

 
The mechanism of action of impairment in cognitive function has not yet been identified but it 
is likely to be multifactorial [10]. Deficits in cognitive function that occur in patients who survived 
BC can be a direct consequence of the treatment, especially chemotherapy, such as direct 
neurotoxic damage caused by chemotherapy or indirect such as chemotherapy or hormonal 
therapy induced hormonal changes. Other indirect mechanisms of neurotoxicity can be 
oxidative stress or inflammation (Figure 1).  

 
On the other hand, the concomitant effect of treatment and disease can also have an impact 
on cognitive functioning in which cancer-related fatigue, sleep dysfunction, anxiety and 
depression can play a role. Patient related risk factors such as age, cognitive reserve and 
genetics, are possible contributors to cognitive functioning and much research is still needed 
to clarify their role [11, 15].  
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Figure 1 Possible contributors of CD in cancer described by Janelsins et al.(2011) [15].   

 
In the following section, potential mechanisms of CD, relevant to women who survived BC, are 
listed. It must be clear that more evidence is still required and that these possible causes are 
subjects for further research. 

 
1.2.3.1. Direct neurotoxic damage by chemotherapy  

 
Evidence suggests that (breast) cancer patients can experience CD due to treatments, 
especially chemotherapy. Patients, who have received chemotherapy, show changes from 
pre- to post chemotherapy in their learning abilities, memory and executive functioning [12, 
14]. 
  
The underlying neurobiological cause could be that chemotherapy causes direct neurotoxic 
damage. Moreover, imaging studies indicate that chemotherapy seems to affect the integrity 
of the white matter tract and volume reductions of the white and grey matter are reported [12, 
14].  
 

1.2.3.2. Treatment induced indirect neurotoxic damage 
 

a) Chemotherapy induced hormonal changes  
 

Research investigating the effect of chemotherapy on cognitive function, states that 
chemotherapy may reduce reproductive hormone levels, particularly oestrogens and 
progesterone’s. Deficits in cognitive function reported by women with BC are similar to those 
experienced by women as a consequence of natural or surgical menopause [17]. The transition 
from pre- to post-menopausal status is especially associated with cognitive difficulties in 
learning and memory [15].  

 
b) Cancer treatment induced oxidative stress   

 
At present (Figure 2), experimental and clinical research suggests that CD could be induced 
by oxidative stress which is seen in BC patients treated with chemotherapeutic agents, such 
as doxorubicin [18]. These pharmacological factors promote neuronal death through the 
pathways which may promote direct oxidative injury to the central nervous system leading to 
neuronal damage. 
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Figure 2 Schematic overview of proposed mechanism underlying cancer related and cancer therapy-
related neurotoxic symptoms described by Lacourt et al. (2017) [21]. 

 
c) Hormonal therapy induced hormonal changes    

 
There is evidence that oestrogen might be a critical hormone in brain function [19]. Several 
regions of the brain, important in memory and cognition, are rich in oestrogen receptors. As a 
result, the long-term use of anti-oestrogens may have potential consequences for cognition. 
Preliminary results suggest that anti-oestrogen therapy may cause a specific deficit in verbal 
memory, suggesting that oestrogen is involved in the maintenance of verbal memory functions 
in adults [20].  

 
d) Cancer and cancer therapy induced inflammation 

  
The presence of malignant cells can cause inflammatory reactions which can have an effect 
on cognitive functioning. In addition, inflammatory responses can be elicited by treatments, 
such as chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery (Figure 2) [12, 21].  
 

1.2.3.3. Cognitive dysfunction and other cancer-related symptoms  
 

Other factors than treatment may also contribute or even have a causative effect on CD in BC 
patients during or after treatment. Furthermore, part of them seem to exert their influence 
before the start of treatment [22].  

 
a) Cancer-related fatigue  

 
Fatigue is one of the most common side effects of cancer and cancer treatment and can persist 
in a proportion of BCS affecting physical, social and psychological well-being. Fatigue and 
sleep distortion can affect attentional abilities, leading to overall cognitive performance decline. 
Moreover, fatigue can affect the perception of cognitive performance via attentional bias [14, 
21, 22]. 
 

b) Psychological distress  
 

Psychological factors, related to cancer diagnosis, such as anxiety, depression, and stress, 
can increase vulnerability to the development of cognitive difficulties. 

  
Psychosocial stress is highly prevalent in BC patients and is a likely contributor to neurotoxic 
damage because of the influence on the inflammatory process [21]. In addition, anxiety and 
depression can co-occur during the treatment process and have synergistic effects on CD. 
However, psychological factors are usually considered as confounders, there is evidence that 
there is also a causative role of these factors for cognitive impairment in BC patients prior to 
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therapy [22]. One study revealed that 33% of patients had cognitive difficulties in verbal 
learning and memory prior to chemotherapy [15].   
 
Moreover, being diagnosed with cancer and subsequently undergoing treatments can be 
extraordinarily stressful, and some have suggested that this significant life stressor may 
deplete cognitive/attentional resources and explain findings of cognitive deficits prior to the 
initiation of treatment for cancer. Supplementary self-reported stress, prior to chemotherapy, 
is correlated with deficits in memory, verbal fluency, and attention [15].  
 
This highlights the potential relevance of psychological mechanisms, such as coping styles, 
in a breast cancer patients’ experience of CD.  

 
1.2.3.4. Patient characteristics   

 
As BC is generally more commonly diagnosed in elderly patients, the aging factor must be 
carefully considered since aging is also accelerated by oxidative stress (see section 1.2.3.2 b). 
In this context, some patients may develop CD before the appearance of BC and in addition, 
chemotherapy may worsen their cognitive function. However, age and other patient-related 
risk factors such as brain capacity and genetic influences are insufficiently clarified [11, 14]. 

 
1.2.4. Burden or impact of cognitive dysfunction on quality of life  

 
BCS reported that cognitive changes are frustrating and have an emotional impact on their 
lives. Due to these changes, they lose their self-esteem and confidence, experience work 
related problems and feel that they are less independent. In addition, women feel not 
understood by their friends and families and therefore tend to withdraw from social activities 
and relationships. Most women indicate that CD changed them and left them with the sense 
that they were no longer the same [13]. 

 
Moreover, women indicated that they would have wanted timely information about the risk of 
CD prior to initiating treatment and desired an individualized educational approach [24].  

 
1.2.5. Management or treatment strategies  

 
Currently, very few options are available to treat or learn to cope with CD. Pharmacological 
interventions to prevent or intervene are in the early stage of development. However, these 
agents are either absent in daily practice or have generated disappointing results [12]. 
Therefore, some hospitals focus on training in compensatory strategies [26]. Also, BCS 
themselves indicated that they try to deal with cognitive problems using compensatory 
strategies (Figure 3). The most frequently identified strategy is to compensate for memory 
failure by writing everything down, including making lists, taking notes in daily life and keeping 
a journal. Other strategies were keeping things in the same place and focusing on one thing 
at a time [7, 12].   
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Figure 3 Compensatory strategies practiced by patients who enrolled the study of Fitch et. Al (2008) 
[7]. 

 
Further, women describe that physical exercise or sports and getting enough rest are 
recommended to stimulate the mind. Mindfulness, meditation and brain games are also often 
practiced but until now there is no significant evidence of its efficacy [12, 25].  
  
At the University Hospital of Ghent, a range of informational sessions, as a part of a revalidation 
program EU’REKA’ along with physical activity program, are provided. During these sessions 
different topics are discussed and a chance is given to ask topic related questions and share 
experiences. Concentration and memory problems are a topic that is also discussed during 
one of these sessions. Other topics are healthy food, sexuality and possible side effects of 
treatment [26].  

 
1.2.6. Unmet need    

 
The treatment completion is for many BCS and their families not the end of the disease 
trajectory. The need to focus on survivorship care increases since BC survival rates are 
expanding, as described (see section 1.1). As the priority of the clinicians lies in curing patients, 
often too little attention is given to cancer survivors and how they should cope with their long-
term side effects such as CD [27]. 
  
As indicated in section 1.2.5. there are few options available to cope with CD. Often, only a 
number of patients (can) follow a revalidation program and until now there is no evidence of 
significant efficacy of mindfulness, meditation or brain exercises. Therefore, there is an unmet 
need for a novel intervention [12, 25].   
  
A method to reduce negative outcomes in cognitive functioning may be to develop educational 
programs for BCS regarding the impact that cognitive changes can have on a person. 
Moreover, the study of Ferguson et. al (2007) found that training women in self-awareness and 
cognitive strategies helped them to cope with cognitive problems such as memory problems 
[4].  
 
This study suggests that educational programs could be a potential tool for BCS who suffer 
from CD.  
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1.3. Serious gaming  
 

1.3.1. Definition and context  
 

Serious games (SGs) are (digital) games used for purposes other than mere entertainment. 
SGs allow learners to experience situations that are impossible in the real world for reasons of 
safety, cost, time, etc., but are also claimed to have positive impact on the players’ 
development of a number of specific skills [28]. 

 
The term serious game (SG) was first described by Clark Abt in his book Serious Games 
(1987) [29]. Abt described a SG as follows: “We are concerned with serious games in the 
sense that these games have an explicit and carefully thought-out educational purpose and 
are not intended to be played primarily for amusement”. Nevertheless, SGs can still be fun, 
entertaining and enjoyable and can have a broad range of applications such as educational, 
military, government, corporate or healthcare. The main distinction between SGs and leisure 
games, is the educational goal (Figure 4). One of the biggest challenges the SGs must 
conquer is the insufficient integration of educational and game design principles. Therefore, it 
is of the important to keep a good harmony between fun and educational elements within the 
SG [28, 30]. 

 

 
Figure 4 Differences between SGs and games used as entertainment described by Arnab et al. (2014) 
[30]. 

 
1.3.2. Serious game mechanics 

 
Game mechanics (GMs) are the key of any game as it leads to an amusing, challenging and 
well-balanced gameplay. GMs are enforcing a game world, producing active challenges for the 
player, providing solutions for the situations and demonstrating the consequences of the 
player’s actions. However, well-designed SGs consist of learning elements as well. This 
interaction is referred to as serious game mechanics and is described by Arnab et al. (2014) 
as “the design decision that concretely realizes the transition of a learning practice/goal into a 
mechanical element of gameplay for the sole purpose of play and fun”. Serious game 
mechanics demonstrate a complex interplay between learning, pedagogy and entertainment 
[30]. 

 
Arnab et al. (2014) developed a Learning Mechanics-Game Mechanics (LM-GM) model based 
on Bloom’s ORDERED Thinking Skill Classification, to cover the methodological inconsistency 
of the existing SGs [30]. The model helps to analyse existing SGs and offer a validated 
framework for the development of new SGs (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5 Learning Mechanics – Game Mechanics (LM-GM) developed by Arnab et al. (2014) which 
consists of 32 frequently used learning mechanics, which includes various pedagogical approaches and 
28 GMs, which varies according to the nature of the game [29]. 

 
1.3.3. Serious games in health care: especially in cancer care and cognitive functioning  

 
SGs are increasingly being used in health care as a medium to train healthcare professionals 
and patients to learn or maintain skills in care [30, 31].  
  
In the domain of cancer care, some SGs have already been developed, especially for children 
and young adolescents. Re-mission©, a SG for adolescents and young adults with cancer, is 
developed to increase patient empowerment and treatment adherence. Re-mission© is a third-
person shooter game inside cancer patients’ bodies and the goal of the game is to kill the 
cancer cells with the aid of superpowers such as chemotherapy and antibiotics. The results of 
the study demonstrated a higher treatment adherence, a faster rate of increased knowledge 
and self-efficacy [32]. 
 
Haematologist Professor dr. Kerre, (promotor of this master thesis), developed a motion comic, 
immuno-T, with as primary goal to explain the very complex working mechanisms of 
immunotherapy to patients and their families, friends and caregivers. The haematologist and 
her team are currently busy developing a clinical study to evaluate the impact of the use of 
immuno-T on empowerment, QoL, decision making process and even outcome [33]. 
 
Concerning BC, specific SGs are developed, for example The Cure©, which is used in BC 
research. Nonetheless, the primary goal is gathering information and stimulating further 
research [34]. 
 
In the field of cognitive functioning, video games as well as traditional games can be used for 
memory training, development of analytical and strategic skills, etc [28]. The study of Kesler et 
al. (2013) suggests that cognitive training, a behavioural method for treating cognitive deficits, 
with a computer-based intervention program results in significant improvements in a number 
of cognitive skills such as executive functioning in women with BC [25]. However, as indicated 
in section 1.2.6. (unmet need), training cognitive skills alone is not enough and reducing the 
negative outcomes associated with CD after BC must also be addressed.   
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To our best knowledge, no BC-specific SG has been developed to improve patient’s wellbeing 
after treatment when dealing with CD.  

 
1.3.4. Opportunities for an interactive educational tool as intervention  
 
After examining BC, CD, its consequences, unmet need and SG, we have learned that it is 
imperative to determine whether a SG can contribute to managing cognitive dysfunction in 
BCS.  

Recently in Europe, there is a trend towards survivorship care. In Belgium, a research report 
was delivered at the cabinet of the Belgium Minister of Health by Kom Op Tegen Kanker to 
increase awareness of the needs of cancer survivors [35].  

The main disadvantage of the traditional interventions are accessibility, affordability, 
engagement and lack of patient empowerment. Individual counseling of patients is fairly 
effective but very expensive [36]. Patient engagement is one of the perks of digital games, 
where patients learn by doing and are able to make the same decisions in the real world faster 
[37]. Improving self-management and self-awareness as mentioned in section 1.2.6, could fill 
the needs of the BCS and may offer a solution to limited capacity problem of the healthcare 
providers.  

Moreover, the healthcare sector is gaining interest in gamified tools, like SGs and e- learning, 
to handle previously mentioned disadvantages [31]. As mentioned in the section 1.3.3, there 
is currently no BC-specific SG to manage the burdens associated with CD, available.  

People often assume that games are childish and frivolous. Due to the negative connotation, 
the SG, that is being developed during this master thesis project, will further be referred to as 
interactive educational tool (IET). Therefore, the conclusion was made to develop an IET for 
BCS which addresses the burden associated with CD to fill the remaining gaps associated with 
managing BC in a post–treatment population.  

 

1.3.5. Hypothesis and research objectives  

This study hypothesizes that BCS who experience CD after treatment will improve their QoL 
when they are provided with an IET that is focused on teaching how to cope with cognitive 
problems and the related psychosocial burdens.  

The specific research objectives are: 
 
1. Development of an IET regarding the psychosocial burdens associated with CD in BC 
patients: 
  

a. Identifying the context wherein BCS experience needs and an IET can be beneficial 
b. Defining the content of the IET 
c.   Defining the GMs and visuals of the IET 
d.   Critical assessment of the IET by experts and in a focus group with target group 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
The research approach (Figure 6). used for this study is based on the SERES Framework for 
SGH development (APPENDIX A), developed by MindBytes [38]. 
 

 
Figure 6 Different steps that were carried out in the academic year of 2018-2019: 
1. Key inputs: a) Literature, b) Interviews with Onco-psychologist, 2. Tool concept, 3. Tool content,  
4. Expert input, 5. Draft tool, 6. Expert critical assessments, 7. Focus group, 8. Conclusions and 
recommendations. Created by the researcher. 

 
2.1. Key inputs (Literature and Interviews with onco-psychologist) 

 
To create a patient-centered IET, the starting point must be a patient’s perspective. Therefore, 
this master thesis is an intensive collaboration with the promoters of this thesis, medical 
oncologist prof. Denys, haematologist prof. Kerre, onco-psychologist Schrauwen (whom will 
further be referred to by their title) and the company MindBytes. Discussion moments were 
scheduled in which the promoters shared their experiences on this subject. Especially the 
onco-psychologist was closely involved, as he carried out his own research on CD in BC 
patients. Within his research several interviews were conducted with women who had to deal 
with CD after BC treatment. The onco-psychologist shared his most important findings and 
confirmed this with various examples of situations in their daily lives during the conversations. 
These findings largely overlap with those found in scientific literature.  
 
The findings summarized by the onco-psychologist formed the core on which the IET is based 
supplemented by the findings found in scientific literature. 

 
2.1.1. Interviews with an Onco-psychologist  

  
As a starting point, to define the concept and outcomes of the IET, an exploratory interview 
between three experts namely, a medical oncologist, haematologist and a onco-psychologist 
(promotors of this research), was conducted to formulate a hypothesis. Afterwards, the insights 
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of the onco-psychologist were shared during face to face discussions considering the unmet 
need, objectives and determinants of the target group. Additionally, real-life examples of 
problems, in specific situations, due to CD were provided. Moreover, information that is directly 
related to the game’s content (key characters, stressors, decision trade-offs, …) were also 
gathered trough these discussions. 
  
Furthermore, the conclusions of the onco-psychologist’s own research considering the impact 
of CD in women with BC, which are recited in his research publication “How do women after 
breast cancer experience themselves and their cognitive changes?: an interpretative 
phenomenological analysis” were formulated.  
 
Lastly, the learning intentions of the onco-psychologist from his informational revalidation 
session, incorporated in the EU’REKA’ program (see section 1.2.5.), were shared.  
 
The data obtained from these discussions, together with confirmative findings in scientific 
literature, was used to formulate the educational objectives (EO) which were the building 
blocks for further tool development.  

 
2.1.2. Scientific literature  

 
Twelve publications on the experience of CD for women with BC were provided by the onco-
psychologist to confirm consistency with his findings. In that way, the scientific literature was 
used to check and verify if the onco-psychologists’ conclusions were indeed consistent with 
findings from the wider research community.  
 
In addition, two databases were searched including Google Scholar and PubMed using “Breast 
cancer” AND “Cognitive dysfunction” as search terms. Second, the reference section of the 
articles found was searched in order to find additional articles. Different articles were consulted. 
However, due to a wide variety of sources, it was decided to work mainly with the articles 
received from the onco-psychologist 
 
2.2. Tool concept 
 
2.2.1. Performance & Health Objectives 

 
As a starting point, the key inputs from the interviews with onco-psychologist together with 
scientific literature, on the experience of CD for women with BC, were analysed and used to 
define an unmet need and, consequently, an objective namely, to improve the subjective 
experience of CD for women with BC.  
 
2.2.2. Conceptual framework 

 
Next, a conceptual framework for the tool was defined such that a theoretical model was 
established for how the objective could be realized. The framework was determined in 
consultation with the members of MindBytes, as they are more experienced in the field of 
integrating psychological models into IET’s. Afterwards, these models were validated by the 
clinical experts closely involved (promotors of the thesis), during an interview.  
 
2.2.3. Determinants 

 
The key inputs were further evaluated to understand the subjective experience of CD for 
women with BC. Furthermore, the interviews with the onco-psychologist were the main source 
to define the determinants, a range of factors that influence or impact the defined outcome(s) 
(Figure 7).  
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Afterwards, excerpts from the key inputs were mapped against the established determinants 
using a spreadsheet. Using this analytical approach, an understanding of when, how and 
where the determinants were experienced by BCS in everyday life was generated.  
 
In addition, the determinants were presented in a mind-map to visually connect them with each 
other and with the stakeholders involved as well as the experienced burdens and issues. This 
way, an attempt was made to further analyse and understand the determinants. Furthermore, 
the mind-map was a structured visual, which facilitated the link between the determinants and 
the real-life experience of BCS.  

 

 
Figure 7 Schematic overview of the creation of an IET. First a scientific base was formed to define the 
concept of the game (1). Outcomes (2) and determinants (3) were defined by the use of these scientific 
inputs. Afterwards, the determinants were categorized (4), grouped (5) and scored (6). All steps above 
were combined with real-life input from the clinical experts to eventually create real-life scenarios (7). 
Created by MindBytes. 

 
2.3. Tool content 

 
The content for the IET was derived from the key inputs and the work performed within the 
tool content step. 

 
2.3.1. Educational objectives 

 
First, the educational objectives (EO) were composed based on the analytical analysis (see 
section 2.3.3.). The determinants were linked with mechanisms of behavioral change theories 
as described by established theories. Forthcoming out of this analysis, a categorized list of EO 
was generated which was afterwards validated by the onco-psychologist.  
 
2.3.2. User profile 

 
In addition, using the key inputs an in-depth user profile of women with BC experiencing CD 
was formulated which contains a detailed description of the items listed below and which were 
validated by the three experts involved.  
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1. Characters: main character (end-user) and stakeholders (friends, family, partner, 
colleagues, professional caregivers, etc.)  

2. Environment (settings where they frequently stay or visit)  
3. Stressors  
4. Most important decision-making strategies (coping styles) 
5. Decision making trade-offs (a trade-off is a situation in which a person weighs two 

conflicting situations) 
6. Constructive and qualitative feedback  

 
Sequentially, this user profile was used as a base to formulate the different archetypes, and 
their specific challenges considering CD, the tool needs to address.  

 
2.3.3. Educational program design  

 
A process known as LM-GM mapping (see section 1.3.2.) was subsequently performed to link 
EO (mechanics) to tool (game) mechanics. Next, four modules, based on the determinants, 
were developed in which each of these objectives were addressed. By developing these 
modules, it is possible to reflect more cohesive on specific EO categorized as a topic. 
Furthermore, high-level tool mechanics were linked with these components and more specific 
content was defined. Hence, a concept of game implementation was established (i.e. how and 
where in the tool different objective could be realized). The thinking mechanics and GMs were 
translated into this concept of game implementation in which is clearly stated how the EO will 
be addressed in the IET (e.g. by use of narrative, by use of a true or false question, etc.).  
 
2.3.4. Scenarios 

 
The archetypes were used as a starting point to formulate relevant and realistic narrative 
scenarios. Therefore, examples of scenarios or situations were extracted from the key inputs 
and served as the base for the gamified scenarios, allowing users to practice the applicable 
behavioural skills in realistic and recognizable situations. In a second step, the characters, 
settings and actions for each scenario within an archetype were identified. Thereafter, the 
scenarios were linked to the determinants and compared to the EO to ensure that these were 
all included. As a last step, the scenarios were classified in the appropriate overarching 
module.  
 
Afterwards, the final document containing the description of scenarios based on the different 
archetypes, which are linked to the EO and modules, was validated by the onco-psychologist 
and the onco-psychologist gave his insights on which scenarios would be relevant to 
implement into the IET.  
 
2.4. Focus group  
 
A focus group (FG) with five real end users namely, women with BC who experience CD, was 
carried out. This participatory design approach is a cornerstone of health promotion and digital 
health interventions and is espoused by the SERES Framework for SGH development [38]. 
This is believed to be critical to the SGH development cycle as it ensures the input of an end 
user is collected at an early stage, maximizing the potential value of a novel intervention. This 
input will contribute to further tool development that incorporates their preferences and needs.  
 
Before setting a date for the FG, all materials needed were developed namely, the copywriting 
of two scenarios, the open-ended questions which guided the discussion, examples of 
additional scenarios and the demo version itself.  
 
After approval of the study by the ethics committee of UZ Gent, participants were recruited, 
and the FG took place on 2nd of April 2019.  
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2.4.1. Expert input  
 
Three experts in oncology, a medical oncologist, haematologist and onco-psychologist 
(promotors of the thesis) were asked about their perspectives of the tool content. During a set-
up meeting the possible scenarios that were used to implement in the FG, were discussed. In 
addition, the experts provided their perspective on what further should be included in the tool.  
 
Their opinions were used to develop the tool content and, in turn, served as the key input for 
the creation of the draft tool.  

 
2.4.2. Draft tool  

 
A demo version of the IET was developed based on the tool content after the input of the 
experts was given. The draft tool was developed using Articulate 360 in collaboration with 
MindBytes, who has expertise in the development of psychosocially focused IETs in healthcare 
settings. 

 
2.4.3. Recruiting  

 
Five participants were recruited in collaboration with the coordinator of EU’REKA’, who was 
contacted by the onco-psychologist. The participants were at that time following the 
revalidation program and were asked if they were interested in enrolling the study. If interested, 
the participants had to contact the researcher voluntarily via mail, after which the researcher 
provided additional information (e.g. the aim, the procedure, practical information, etc.) to the 
potential participant. The participants had to meet the inclusion criteria (Table 1) and be 
available at the time of the focus group. In the beginning, informed consent forms (ICF’s) 
(APPENDIX B), were signed to confirm agreement and demographic questionnaires were 
completed. The patients were under no circumstance put under pressure  
 
Table 1. Overview of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the focus group participants 

Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  

- 18 years or older and mentally 
competent  
- Female  
- Master the Dutch language sufficiently  
- Revalidation of breast cancer  

- Having a physical and/or cognitive disability 
(i.e., deafness, blindness) that would cause great 
difficulties in judging the IET and would be 
problematic for standardized measurement 

 
2.4.4. Data collection  
 
The FG consisted of three components, i.e. 1) a first part to validate if the experience of the 
participants’ is highlighted by the determinants as found by past interviews of the same 
population, 2) a second part where a demo version of the IET, consisting of two scenarios, 
was provided and 3) a last part in which possible additional scenarios were provided.  
 
During each part, multiple questions were asked as guidance for the group discussion with 
their perspectives, impressions and opinions. 
 
2.4.5. Data analysis  

 
The FG discussion was recorded and the participants received a code to protect their identity. 
This code was used during the transcription of the FG. The interview itself was examined via 
the standard procedure to evaluate interviews. Firstly, the FG was transcribed verbatim and 
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reread. Secondly, both a narrative and presentation summary was generated. Thereafter, the 
interview was coded and axially coded to confirm if the codes matched the citations.  
 
2.5. Expert critical assessment 
 
The input and feedback of the FG were used to further develop the educational program 
design, modules and scenarios. To validate this content, two experts in oncology closely 
involved in the project namely, a haematologist and onco-psychologist, were interviewed and 
asked about their perspectives on the tool’s content using structured questions. Unfortunately, 
the oncologist involved in this thesis project could not be present at the agreed time.  
 
This critical assessment ensured that the content was explicitly translated towards the IET and 
that the design elements were consistent with the expectations of experts who communicate 
and interact with end users on a daily basis. 

 
2.6. Consolidated recommendations for implementation in IET 

 
The conclusions and recommendations from the FG and expert critical assessment were 
formulated and were categorized into an actionable list for further implementation in the IET, 
which will occur in a follow-on project in 2019. 
 
 
3. RESULTS 
 
3.1. Key inputs  
 
3.1.1. Interviews with an onco-psychologist: main findings  
 
In general, based on the findings of the onco-psychologist, four major conclusions could be 
categorized which are listed in this section below in bold. Furthermore, several examples were 
given during the interviews to describe these conclusions.  

 
(1) BCS suffer from negative emotions such as anxiety, insecurity, loss of control and 
loss of identity in association with their CD. 
 
During the interviews, BCS reported a variety of cognitive problems. Women experienced 
problems with their memory, such as repeatedly losing the thread in a story, finding it hard to 
find the right words, completely forgetting an appointment or even the inability to plan things. 
Other cited problems were loss of concentration, lack of focus or being unable to take the 
initiative. These problems occurred at different times and situations and are experienced 
differently by the different interviewed BCS, but the problems were mainly noticeable during 
their rehabilitation, when their most intensive treatments were behind them. 
 
In addition, many women indicated that they did not expect these problems to persist for a 
significant amount of time or even partly permanent, thus having a major impact on their daily 
lives. This makes them feel threatened and they do not recognize themselves in this. 
Consequently, this causes uncertainties and fears, they experience work-related problems, 
have less self-confidence and they feel that they have become inferior as a person. 
 
During the interviews with the onco-psychologist, BCS also indicated how they try to cope with 
their CD which they tried to do both rationally and emotionally. Some examples that were given 
to address their concentration and memory problems practically were putting pressure on 
themselves to remember certain things, trying to focus on one thing at a time to be able to 
complete tasks and structuring their day by means of calendar or a list. On an emotional level, 
some women indicated that they try to put themselves more in the first place and take breaks. 
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(2) The attention of BCS is shift to the inside, some BCS are more worried while others 
are more able to put their problems in perspective. 
 
Various women indicated, during the interviews, they not only needed more physical rest but 
also mental rest and silent retreat. BCS declared that their attention was more internally 
focused and needed more time to express their feelings and thoughts. 
 
As a result, some women were better able to put their problems into perspective and said that 
they were more likely to be satisfied with a completed assignment or task compared to the past 
(before their diagnosis). On the other hand, some women were still struggling and worried 
about how long the problems would last or feared that their old self, before their diagnosis and 
treatment, might not return. 

 
(3) BCS are more sensitive to what is important to them and will set new priorities and 
or goals. 
 
Many BCS phrased that after their illness they had become more aware of life. They want to 
continue to live in value every day and start living differently. In addition, many women also 
indicated that they became more aware of how they would shape their future and set new 
priorities. Different women want to spend more time with their family and enjoy it more 
intensively, both out of fear that one day this will no longer be possible and because enjoying 
more time with their friends and family gives them less care about futilities.  
 
The onco-psychologist pointed out that these internal experiences, as well as new priorities, 
may have an impact on their cognition because they show less interest in what is happening 
outside themselves and are more likely to select in what they want to do. Participants 
expressed their frustration of not being able to concentrate during conversations but admitted 
later on the interview that they attended rapidly and intensively to inner thoughts.  

 
(4) BCS experience difficulties in sharing their emotions about cognitive problems with 
their environment. 
 
During the interviews it was noticeable that several women encountered difficulties in sharing 
their feelings about cognitive problems with their close surroundings (family, friends, 
colleagues or other). This could be because they do not want to harass their loved ones with 
even more problems or because they have the feeling that they are not taken seriously when 
they mention their problems.  
 
The onco-psychologist states that these problems are comparable to problems recognized by 
the general population but for these patients the change on the quality of their lives has a major 
impact. BCS recognize these problems as something new, they did not have before, which 
prevents their normal functioning. Therefore, it is very annoying that they received the 
comment "ha, I also have that" from their environment while they did not experience these 
complaints at all as known cognitive errors that everyone sometimes has. This experience also 
contributed to a sense of alienation.  
 
At work, BCS also seem to experience CD. Women mention that they are afraid of failing. 
Moreover, women often do not dare to tell their colleagues and/or employer about their burdens 
associated with CD. They feel they could no longer come up with the "excuse" that they had 
received treatment. Additionally, they do not want their colleagues and/or employer to think 
that they are not able to their work anymore.   
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As mentioned in the method section, to fully form a scientific base to formulate the EO, the 
learning intentions which are used by the onco-psychologist himself to guide his informational 
sessions during the EU’REKA’ revalidation program were asked and are listed below. 
 

1. There is an educational component in it: informing patients and explaining what 
their cognitive complaints mean. This also includes acknowledgement of the 
problem.  

2. Experiences are shared in the group, which has a normalizing character and also 
promotes recognition.  

3. It is an interactive session, in which coping strategies / handling methods are shared 
which enhances coping possibilities and have an anxiety-reducing effect.  
 

Furthermore, the onco-psychologist mentioned that less attention is given to how people deal 
with emotions in the sessions, which confirms the unmet need for a new intervention which is 
focused on dealing with CD after BC.  

 
3.1.2. Scientific literature  
 
Twelve scientific articles were provided by the onco-psychologist during the first exploratory 
interview to determine consistency with his findings (Table 2).  
 
In addition, 86 articles were found using PubMed and 4 860 results were found via Google 
Scholar. All twelve articles provided by the onco-psychologist were also available by either 
both or one of both used databases. Moreover, based on their abstracts, many articles seemed 
to have similar content. Due to this extensive scope, the researcher decided to mainly focus 
on using the articles provided by the onco-psychologist to formulate the conclusions.  

 
Table 2. Overview of the number of articles that support the conclusions  
Conclusions  # of articles substantiating the conclusion 
Participants all linked experience of cognitive 
dysfunction with negative emotions; anxiety, 
uncertainty, loss of control, and loss of self. 

4 [4,7,13,14] 

All participants experienced shift of attention to 
inside. This could be in a rigid way – more 
worrying/rumination – but also in a flexible, reflective 
way. 

4 [4, 42, 44, 45] 

Having (had) cancer makes these women think 
about their lives, it makes them scared but also 
sensitive to what they really want to what is important 
for them and to set priorities. 

3 [4, 41, 44] 

Several participants expressed difficulties in sharing 
the experience of having cognitive problems with 
their environment. 

3 [4,13, 14] 

Articles about CD but not about one of the four 
conclusions 

4 [12, 39, 40, 43] 

 
3.2. Tool concept  
 
3.2.1. Conceptual framework 

 
A conceptual framework, using the Information-Motivation-Behavioural-Skills (IMB) and Bloem 
models, for the IET was defined such that a theoretical model was established for how the 
objective could be realized. The latter framework states that the two key psychological 
determinants of subjective experience of health condition are acceptance and perceived 
control (Bloem & Stalpers, 2012, APPENDIX C). Moreover, the application of the IMB model 
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(Fisher & Fisher, 2003, APPENDIX D) suggests that people need information, motivation, and 
behavioural skills in order to change their behaviour (RE: acceptance and control). Translating 
this towards an educational tool, it means that women must receive information, be motivated 
to change, and learn to apply behavioural skills to increase feelings of acceptance and control 
(Figure 8).  
 
The overarching concept was discussed in depth with both the promotors and the onco-
psychologist, who gave feedback on the use of the chosen theoretical models.  
 

 
Figure 8 Visual prestation of the conceptual framework of IET concept using IMB and Bloem models. 
Created by the researcher 

 
3.2.2. Determinants  

 
After defining the outcomes and the conceptual framework of the IET, the determinants were 
established by using the key inputs.  Based on the evaluation of the interviews with the onco-
psychologist, the four major determinants, listed below, were identified as those that affect the 
experience of BCS with CD.   

- Negative emotions linked with the experiencing CD namely, anxiety, uncertainty, 
loss of control and loss of self.  

- Shift of attention to the inside. 
- Thinking about the goals in their lives and setting (new) priorities  
- Difficulties in sharing experiences of cognitive problems with environment.  

Afterwards, these determinants were mapped both in a spreadsheet (APPENDIX E) as in a 
mind-map (APPENDIX F) and were further categorized. This framework of the determinants 
highlighted the incredibly complex interactions between all the factors.  
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3.3. Tool content  
 
3.3.1. Educational objectives  

 
A categorized list of fifteen educational objectives (EO) was generated based on the analytical 
analysis of the determinants (see section 3.2.2.) and key inputs considering the learning 
intentions of the EU’REKA’ revalidation program. These EO represent the goals that the end-
user of the IET should achieve after running through the tool and need to be achieved to impact 
the outcomes as desired. In table 3, the EO are listed.  
 
Table 3. Overview of the established educational objectives together with the 
mechanism  
# Learning objective  Mechanism  
1 Explain CD and what CD could mean  

(what, when, where, effects) + give examples  
I 

2 Describe which emotions (both positive and negative) can 
be caused be having CD (when, where)  

I 

3 Describe examples of experiences with CD  M  
4 Explain the normality of CD after BC treatment  I 
5 Describe the possible causes of CD  I 
6 Distinguish facts and myths related to CD and the effects 

on life  
I / M  

7 Describe practical coping mechanisms and strategies that 
could be used to handle CD and identify when to use them  

I / B  

8 Demonstrate how to cope with the emotions associated 
with CD: use coping skills for dealing and coping with CD  

B  

9 Use (coping) strategies to accept CD and its effect on 
(daily) life  

B 

10 Use (coping) strategies to control CD in daily life B  
11 Demonstrate confidence to discuss CD with partner, family 

and friends  
M / B  

12 Be aware of what is important in life and set (new) priorities   M  
13 Recognize/understand the importance of a healthy life style 

and its possible effect on CD  
I/ B / M  

14 Demonstrate more confidence to deal with CD  M 
15 Be aware that attention can shift to inside  I/M/B 

Mechanism: how the educational objective could be addressed in the game using IMB model 
I = providing information, M = motivate, B = practice behaviour by use of gamified scenarios   
 
3.3.2. User profile  

 
A detailed description of the target group was formulated using the key inputs to have a clear 
view on which characters and settings will be implemented in the IET.  
 
In the first place, besides a woman who survived BC and suffering from CD as the main 
character, the most important stakeholders were characterized (their partner, children, other 
close family members and friends, colleagues and/or employer). Also, the different 
professional caregivers (clinicians, nurses, psychologists, etc.) who play an important role in 
the treatment process were characterized for the scenarios.  
 
Second, the most important settings were extracted using the key inputs which were home, 
social environment, hospital, revalidation or mental therapy and work.   

Third, the health, well-being, behaviour and mood of a patients is affected by stressors. Sixteen 
stressors were identified and are listed in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Identified stressors   

Negative emotions due to failing caused by cognitive dysfunction (CD) 
- Embarrassment 
- Loss of control / loss of self 
- Anxiety and stress at work  
- Lower Self-esteem, Body image 

Shift of attention to inside  

- Worrying/rigid rumination: anxiety and uncertainty towards the future  
- Flexible and reflective  

Thinking about life  

- Fear of recurrence  
- More sensitive to what's important  
- New priorities  

Difficulties in communication with environment  

Difficulties in all relationships with surroundings  

Impact on health  

- Sleep (fatigue, insomnia)  
- Exhausted 
- Less energy 

 
Fourth, based on the key inputs, the most relevant coping strategies could be extracted and 
these were Rational coping strategies, Self-controlling, Emotional coping, Distancing, Positive 
reappraisal and Seeking social support. 

 
And fifth, the trade-offs ( a trade-off is a situation in which a person weighs two conflicting 
situations), were identified which are “More relativizing or worrying about certain things”, 
“Reach for social support or deal with it alone”, “Return to (same) work or having new 
challenges”, “Spending more time with people you find important or being more work centred", 
“Push yourself to immediately return to "normal" or slowly return to "normal"” and “Satisfy 
needs of others or satisfy own needs”.  

 
Finally, the essential feedback that had to be implemented in the IET was based on the 
interviews with the onco-psychologist. The feedback to implement in the IET were, “ CD is a 
common side effect and is nothing to be ashamed of (you are not alone)”, “It's important to 
communicate with social environment”, “Needing additional support or rational coping 
strategies is nothing to be ashamed of”, “Try to look at the positive side and be aware of new 
priorities”,  “It's important to be realistic with yourself”, and “It is normal that you shift more 
attention to the inside. Mental rest is important and nothing to be ashamed of”.  

 
Subsequently, based on this description of the target group, different types and their specific 
challenges considering CD the tool needs to address, were extracted. These types are roughly 
translated the different character variants that could be extracted. Using the user profile six 
types could be distracted being,  
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- BCS who is not yet back at work  
- BCS who is back at work  
- BCS who experiences problems with communicating with family/partner  
- BCS who is scared about the future 
- BCS who isolates herself, focusing on introspection 
- BCS who worries a lot about her CD 
 

The formulation of the types served as a base for the following step namely, to develop specific 
scenarios for each module. Nevertheless, it must be considered that these types can show 
overlap with each other and this was considered when formulating the modules and scenarios.  
 

 
3.3.3. Educational program design  

After defining the EO, they were linked with thinking skills using Blooms Thinking Skill 
Classification (see section 1.3.2.). Six thinking skills are distinguished in this model, i.e. 
retention, understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating, creating. Retention, understanding 
and applying are lower-order thinking skills, which are more basic and must be achieved before 
higher-order think skills can be accomplished, such as analysing, evaluating and creating.  

In addition, four modules were defined based on the determinants, in which the EO were 
categorized to form a more cohesive content being,   

- MODULE 1: E-LEARNING (addressing LO-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)  
The tool will start with an informative part, a gamified e-learning, where cognitive 
dysfunction needs to be well explained, examples of situations need to be provided, 
facts and myths need to be distinguished and practical coping mechanisms already 
need to be issued.  
 

- MODULE 2: IMPACT ON LIFE (addressing LO-8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15)  
This module is focused on how BCS can learn to cope, accept and be aware of 
their emotions related to CD. The module will provide gamified situations of burdens 
that could be experienced in real-life. Afterwards, the user will have the choice 
between three options and appropriate and constructive feedback on each of these 
options will be provided. 
 

- MODULE 3: SELF-MANAGEMENT (addressing LO-7, 10, 11, 14, 15)  
This module is focused on practical coping mechanisms and strategies to help cope 
with CD related burdens based on real-life experiences. Again, gamified situations 
will be displayed and constructive feedback on coping will be provided.   
 
MODULE 4: SOCIAL CONTACT (addressing LO-11, 12, 14)  
This module is more focused on the relationship between friends, family and 
colleagues and will tackle the burden of difficulties in sharing their experiences by 
using gamified scenarios and constructive feedback.  

As a last step, the appropriate learning mechanics and GMs were designated to each of the 
EO and visualized (APPENDIX G).  

 
3.3.4. Scenarios  

 
The last step of tool content development was creating specific scenarios for each module. 
Therefore, the archetypes served as a framework to start from. For each archetype several 
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examples of situations were chosen out of the interviews with the onco-psychologist. 
Afterwards, the scenarios were mapped in the applicable module. In the end, two or three 
scenarios were created for each module and the characters, setting and action for each 
scenario was created.  
 
Subsequently, three applicable answers for each scenario were chosen on which appropriate 
feedback can be given. Using this method, a clear overview of the modules and scenarios 
could be given that was afterwards validated by the onco-psychologist.  
 
In table 5, one scenario is listed for module 2,3 and 4. The first module will be a gamified e-
learning as described in section 3.3.3.  
Other relevant scenarios per module are listed in the appendix (APPENDIX H).  

 
Table 5. Overview of one possible scenario per module   
Module  Description scenario  
2 Je bent heel goed in het onthouden van dingen kunnen zoals bijvoorbeeld datums. Sinds 

je diagnose en behandeling ondervind je echter steeds meer dat dit minder goed of zelfs 
niet meer lukt. Je herkent jezelf niet meer daarin en voelt alsof je een stuk van je zelf kwijt 
bent.  
 
Opties:  
1) Hardnekkig probeer je alles op te schrijven en je gebruikt hulpmiddelen om toch 

absoluut geen fouten te maken. Vroeger was je een controlefreak. 
2) Je zoekt lotgenoten op om te horen hoe zij dit ervaren 
3) Je vraagt via de borstverpleegkundige een contact met een psycholoog om je 

geheugen te laten nakijken 
3 Je hebt een nota gemaakt in je agenda, er staat duidelijk dat je een afspraak hebt maar je 

kunt je niet meer herinneren met wie of waar. Je pijnigt je hersenen maar komt er toch 
niet toe een antwoord te vinden. Je belt je man op en je beste vriendin om van hun te 
vernemen of zij een idee hebben.  
Je bent bang dat je iemand gaat teleurstellen of dat iemand waarmee je een afspraak 
had kwaad gaat zijn op jou.  
 
Opties:  
1) Je blijft zoeken voor jezelf en belt tot je gevonden hebt wat het zou kunnen zijn  
2) Je neemt je steevast voor om je agenda praktischer te gebruiken en uitgebreider neer 
te schrijven zodat je in het vervolg ook de uitleg bij de afspraak kan lezen.  
3) je probeert het los te laten. Je hebt zowieso het gevoel dat je minder onder controle 
hebt en je ziet wel wat ervan komt. 

4 Je hebt het gevoel dat je omgeving niet echt begrijpt wat je nu meemaakt. Ze 
veronderstellen dat je beter bent en geven je precies geen ruimte om te herstellen.  
 
Opties:   
1) Je besluit dat je hen dan maar minder zal vertellen, je ervaart het onbegrip als te 

confronterend 
2) Tegenover je man en je vriendinnen maak je je kwaad. Je neemt het niet dat zij de 

problemen zomaar wegwuiven 
3) Je gaat na wie of wat in je leven wel ruimte en begrip heeft/geeft en je besluit daar 

meer op in te zetten 
  
3.4. Focus group  

 
3.4.1. Expert input  
 
During a meeting between the researcher and the three experts, the promotors of this master 
thesis (an oncologist, haematologist and onco-psychologist), two scenarios were picked for 
implementation into the FG. For each scenario a short description was made and the possible 
options as well as the associated feedback was discussed.  
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Afterwards, a narrative of these scenarios was copywritten by the researcher and validated by 
the same three experts and was used as input for demo version development.  

 
3.4.2. Draft tool  
 
Using the narrative together with the earlier determined user-profile, a demo version, 
consisting of two scenarios, of the IET was created by MindBytes. In figures 9 - 25, both 
scenarios are visualized.  

 
At the beginning of the module, the main character is introduced (Leen), who experiences CD 
after BC. The IET tries to create a reliable, realistic BCS. The navigation trough the IET is 
highlighted and some background is provided (GM: Role Play, Simulation, Realism, Tutorial) 
(Figure 9 – 11).  
 

 
Figure 9 Introduction of the main character  
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Figure 10 Introduction and background of the main character  

 
Figure 11 Introduction and background of the main character 

 
The scenarios created for the demo version of the FG are based on real-life examples to create 
realistic and recognizable situations (GMs: Simulation, Realism).  
 
After each scenario the end user is presented with the question ‘What would you do? And a 
choice screen will be displayed showing three possible options (GMs: Question and Answer, 
Pareto Optimal). 
 
The end user needs to weigh the different answers and will receive constructive feedback 
based on their choice (GM: Feedback).  
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The user has the possibility to go back to the choice screen to choose another option if desired.  
 
Scenario 1   
The first scenario will be a part of the second module of the IET being, impact of life. During 
this module the user will be confronted with gamified situations regarding the emotional impact 
of CD. The first scenario is a situation about the about the concerns associated with 
experiencing cognitive problems  

 
Figure 12 Staging of the problem or situation of the first scenario  

 
Figure 13 Staging of the problem or situation of the first scenario  
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Figure 14 Choice screen displayed after running through the first scenario showing three possible 
options out of which the end user may choose.  

 
Figure 15 Feedback displayed after choosing the first option of the first scenario. 
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Figure 16 Feedback displayed after choosing the second option of the first scenario.  

 
Figure 17 Feedback displayed after choosing the third option of the first scenario. 

 
 
Scenario 2   
The second scenario will be part of the third module being, self-management. As this is a 
scenario regarding a work situation, this will probably only be displayed to users who have 
indicated that they are back at work at the beginning of the IET.  
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Figure 18 Staging of the situation or problem of the second scenario  

 
Figure 19 Staging of the situation or problem of the second scenario  
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Figure 20 Staging of the situation or problem of the second scenario 

 
Figure 21 Staging of the situation or problem of the second scenario 
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Figure 22 Choice screen displayed after running through the second scenario showing three possible 
options out of which the end user may choose. 

 
Figure 23 Feedback displayed after choosing the first option of the second scenario. 
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Figure 24 Feedback displayed after choosing the second option of the second scenario.  

 
Figure 25 Feedback displayed after choosing the third option of the second scenario.  

 
3.4.3. Participants  

 
Five BCS were interested in participating in the FG and took part in the group discussion. All 
of the participants were on remission and joined the EU’REKA’ program. The average age of 
the participants was 54 years (range 30-70 years). Every participant underwent surgery and 
had radiotherapy but not all of them had chemotherapy, immunotherapy or was taking hormone 
therapy (Table 6). Two of the women went back to work, one woman is still recovering but will 
be working again soon, the other two women went on retirement earlier than planned. 
However, the exact time periods were not specified during the FG discussion.  
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Table 6. Overview of the participant characteristics  
Participant Characteristics    
 Age (years)  

 
 Treatment 

A 70 Radiotherapy / Surgery  
B 54 Hormone therapy / Radiotherapy / Surgery  
C 64 Radiotherapy / Immunotherapy / Chemotherapy / 

Surgery  
D 49  Hormone therapy / Radiotherapy / Surgery  
E 30  Radiotherapy / Chemotherapy / Surgery   

 
3.4.4. Data analysis  

 
The FG consisted of three parts in which was asked or discussed about the experiences of the 
participants, the demo version of the IET and the possible additional scenarios (Table 7). 

During the analysis of this first part, two major themes were identified, being 1) the concern 
and needs of the participant and 2) if these should be discussed/addressed/reflected about 
(more) in general.  

During the second part of the FG, a demo version, consisting of two scenarios, of the IET was 
presented to the participants by the researcher. Three themes were recognized:  
1) content related feedback,  
2) design related feedback and  
3) the usefulness and vision on implementation into an IET.  
 
This first theme could be divided in three subthemes, i.e.  
a) amount and level of information,  
b) the recognizability of the scenarios and  
c) content related remarks, mostly concerning the formulation of the options and feedback. 
 
The second theme was more focused on the design of the game i.e.  
a) the presentation of the characters,  
b) the fonts and colours and  
c) the interactivity during the game.  
 
The latter theme concentrated on whether the participants find it useful to address concerns 
and needs with an IET.  
 
During the latter part, the participants were first asked which additional scenarios they find 
useful to implement in the IET. Afterwards, possible additional scenarios were shown, and the 
participants were asked if they found the situations relatable and recognizable.  
 
Table 7. Themes and subthemes of the focus group discussion 
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Different 
parts of the 
focus group  

Themes  Subthemes  

Part 1: 
Experience of 
the 
participants 

- 1. Concerns and needs  
- 2. Addressment in the IET  

 

Part 2: 
Discussion of 
demo version 
IET  

- 1. Content related feedback  

 
 

- a. Amount or level of 
information  

- b. Relatability and 
recognizability of the 
scenarios  

- c. Specific content related 
feedback 

- 2. Design related feedback  

 

- a. Characters  
- b. Fonts & colours  
- c. Interactivity  

- 3. Usefulness and vision on 
implementation  

 

Part 3: 
Discussion 
possible 
additional 
scenarios  

- 1. Relatability of the 
scenarios  

 

  
 

3.4.4.1. Part 1 
 

1. Concerns and needs  
 

At first, the experience of the participants was questioned. All were able to describe cognitive 
changes that had occurred using examples of their everyday lives. Some could even pinpoint 
when those changes became evident. The participants attribute the cognitive changes 
primarily to their treatment but also mentioned that their health status, for example sleep 
dysfunction, can play a role. Some even questioned the oncologist if it could be age related. 
However, the youngest participant was 30 years, they found this to be less relevant.  
 
For most of the participants, the changes were most noticeable in the days following the 
treatment. One participant, who received chemotherapy, said that she was already very 
disturbed during her therapy. The participants in this study indicated that these changes remain 
until now. The participant who had recurrent disease had noticed improvement of her CD after 
four years during her period of remission. However, now she experiences CD even worse 
according to herself.  
 

2. Addressment in the IET 
  

By guiding the participants with specific questions, they all agreed on experiencing the four 
major determinants and finding it relevant to address these in the IET.  
 
The most relevant findings or statements mentioned during the FG are categorized and listed 
in the following paragraphs.  
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Describing the changes  
The most commonly identified symptom of CD was having memory problems which makes 
them very scattered. They feel like their short-memory is gone. One woman mentioned  
 
“I sometimes put my keys in the fridge or went with a spoon to the mail bus which was some 
time funny”. 
 
Other examples that were given were i.e. not knowing what they agreed on with their partner 
or children, easily forgetting why they went to a certain room in the house, concentration 
problems, etc.  
 
Coping 
One participant said that she tries to cope with it by forcing herself to try  
 
“Today I counted the stairs and wrote that down so that I will not forget where I parked my car”.  
 
However, some of the participants mention that they are not ready for doing that yet and 
therefore avoid situations where they need to concentrate much.  
 
“When I come home, I watch the most ridiculous programs on tv just because I cannot take 
anything harder”.  
 
Emotional response  
Most of the participants agreed on having the feeling that they cannot do the things anymore 
where they used to be good at and that frustrates them a lot. The impact was often described 
in terms of what they could not do anymore  
 
“I have to ask my mom why we are not just staying at home. However, she said I had suggested 
to go somewhere the day before and I did not remember that”.  
 
Moreover, it makes them scared for their future. One of the women, who is retired mentions  
 
“I think if I had to go back to work my concentration could maybe be better because now I am 
just doing nothing”.  
 
All the women agreed that having a goal in life could possibly make this process easier. One 
of the participants who just started working again stated that she feels that she has to do more 
effort at work and double-checks everything she does to make sure she is not making mistakes 
 
“I write everything down what I do”.  
 
All the women had the feeling that they are losing control of their life. During treatment it felt 
normal because it was expected and was logical. But now that that is over, it is very frustrating 
to still have no control over everything.  
 
One of the most commonly identified feelings was that the participants tend to flee from things 
as long as their CD does not improve. Like mentioned before, they feel not ready to do more 
challenging things in life.  
 
New priorities  
Due to all the emotions related to their CD, it made the women more conscious about what is 
important in life. Although, the participants are scared to plan much ahead, they enjoy their 
free time with friends and family. One participant mentioned  
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“I try to do more things with the grandchildren because I keep in mind that if things go wrong 
there must be good memories”.  
 
Also, she mentioned that this could also be a way of escaping things but in a positive way.  
 
Sharing experiences  
All of the participants experienced difficulties in sharing their experiences with their 
environment. They feel especially guilty towards their partner as they are the ones who always 
need to take their problems  
“My husband often said that when you are with me I always have to comfort you while when 
you are with you friends it is always nice. It frustrates him that he always has to catch the 
problems here at home. But from my point of view, I think that if you cannot do that at home 
where can you do that than. But I do feel guilty about that”.  
 
Moreover, most of the women feel that their partner or kids or other caregivers should be more 
involved into the revalidation process  
 
“EU’REKA’ is indeed super interesting but very often we already recognized the things that 
they were mentioning. However, the people around us should hear that once and not always 
us because we know it. I think that if they would know something about it, there would be are 
more understanding in other situations. I think that it is an idea to also make something for the 
caregivers”.  
 
“Often when I was at home and I was tired or scattered, I said that it will have to do with the 
pills. After a while, my daughter said that I can't put every blame on those pills. I already try to 
say little about it and do my best day and night. And that is then the answer I get”. 
 
The reactions of their environment are also a great frustration for the participants. 
 
“Breast cancer is so well known that everyone suspects that you will heal and that you will be 
the same person after treatment”.  
 
Shift of attention 
The shift of attention to the inside is a determinant which was less cited by the participants. 
Mostly, because for now on they already spend a lot of time on their own which makes them 
feel sick of it. One participant does mentions  
 
“I find that with the passage of time, I am more in myself. I think it is because the outside world 
shows less understanding and think that you are healed”.  
 
The same participant also said that emotional events, even from people she does not know, 
could touch her more than before.  
 

3.4.4.2. Part 2  
 
During the second part of the FG, the demo version of the IET was presented to the participants 
by the researcher and the participants could interact with each other during the navigation 
through the tool. Two themes were recognized namely, content related feedback and design 
related feedback.  
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1. Content related feedback  
 

 a) Amount or level of information  

Firstly, the participants indicated that they would like to have more interactive elements in the 
tool and that there should be more variety between text, audio and video fragments. One 
participant mentioned  

“The amount of text is not too much but it has no added value. You can do this as well with a 
brochure”.   

Moreover, only reading can be very exhausting and you need to keep your attention which can 
cause some to drop out of the game. Another participant agreed and explained  

“Yes, I think also if you have to read something that is not applicable for you, it is exhausting 
and it would be nicer if you can sometimes check or click on something to keep attention or 
even skip certain parts of the tool that are not interesting from your point of view”.  

All the participants agreed on this and said that it would be nice if there is a possibility to check 
certain information on moments that are relevant for them. One participant in particular 
mentioned  

“At the beginning of my treatment I got a map full of information. Afterwards, it was nice that I 
had it but it was not easy to read all this information. I think for the game it would be interesting 
that you can click on a topic you find interesting to receive information about it”.  

Everyone agreed on this and mentioned that in addition relevant websites or brochures could 
be mentioned during the tool. That way extra sources can be consulted at times that more 
information is needed and all of this information doesn’t have to be implemented into the tool. 
In addition, one of the women mentioned  

“It would be an added value if the displayed or spoken fragments were to be done by a doctor 
or a nurse because it would be more professional and give a feeling of trust”.  

b) Relatability and recognizability of the scenarios  

The second subtheme was related to the recognizability and relatability of the scenarios. All of 
the participants found both scenarios realistic and recognizable.  

 c) Content   

Content specific feedback was given on both of the scenarios shown during the FG. The 
participants were positive about the use of three options and feedback afterwards. However, 
they had some comments about certain formulations in both scenarios 

Scenario 1  

After running through the first scenario, it was clear that all of the participants had the feeling 
that consulting a psychologist was a less obvious option to choose. Going to the psychologist 
turned out to be too big a step for many of the participants and most were more familiar with 
consulting a nurse about their problems. One of the participants mentioned  
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“I would rather go to the nurse of my clinic or a BC nurse instead of the psychologist. What 
also could be a nice option is to say that the nurse can refer you to a psychologist or even say 
that you can choose the caregiver who you trust the most”.  

In addition, the same participant mentioned that not all hospitals have a BC department and 
that the tool should note that.  

Further, the participants noted that clinicians and other caregivers should give the same 
information and that the right information should be presented in the IET.  

Regarding the feedback, a few comments were given on the way how certain sentences were 
formulated. A participant cited, while going through the first scenario,  
 
“The sentence ‘realize that that is not easy’ raises some questions like ‘why?’” used in the 
feedback of option two.  
 
Scenario 2  
 
While going through the second scenario, a work-related situation, the participants all agreed 
that this scenario was again a very relatable situation.  
 
The second option, however, was not a realistic option. Instead of giving the option ‘going 
outside for a break during the meeting’, the participants suggested to replace this option by 
‘you doubt yourself and wonder if you can still keep the job’ together with the following feedback 
‘is there someone you can go to talk about this and possibly to discuss’. 	
 

2. Design related feedback  
 
The participants had no specific comments about the character, fonts or colours. They all 
agreed on the tool being clear and organized. As described, the only design related suggestion 
was to implement more interactive elements. This was cited a number of times during the 
discussion, indicating that they find this a very important element.   

 
3. Usefulness and vision on implementation  

 
In general, the participants were positive about the IET and agreed that information is always 
useful. In addition, they had the idea of implementing the IET as a support during informational 
sessions with a bigger audience where the IET could be used to guide the conversation of a 
panel of five BCS at front of the auditorium. By playing in group they could interact with each 
other and hear each other’s input about the options and why certain options where chosen. 
During the FG, they had a feeling of being connected by what they are experiencing and found 
this a nice way to go through the game. Afterwards, the IET could be used if they need it.  
 
In addition, this manner of implementation can also be used to validate the game with a larger 
audience. One participant stated 
 
“By using this strategy, the tool can also be analysed during because if you see that only 2% 
of the auditorium answers a certain option, does this option need to be in there”.  
 
This is an important note for further tool development.  
 

3.4.4.3. Part 3 
 
In the latter theme, the relatability of the possible additional scenarios shown was assessed. 
Before showing these five scenarios, the researcher asked the participants what kind of 
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scenarios they would like to see implemented in the IET. All participants agreed on scenarios 
involving situations about reactions of the environment and situations at home. One participant 
in particular also wanted a scenario about what to do when you are not working anymore as 
she was retired and mentioned that she had a lot of spare time on her own.  
 
After, showing each of the five scenarios, the participants were in general positive and agreed 
on all the situations being recognizable and relevant (Table 8). 
A full description of the scenarios of the third part can be consulted in the appendix (APPENDIX 
I).  
 
Table 8. Overview additional scenarios FG and feedback  
Scenario 
description  

Relatable 
(yes/no)  

Additional remarks  

1. Troubles with 
picking up work-
related words 

Yes   

2. Not 
remembering 
what the note in 
your agenda 
stands for 

Yes   

3. Distracted 
during lunch with 
friends  

Yes  “This is very relatable and feels like that you are a spectator 
in that kind of situations, like you cannot go with the 
enthusiasm of the others”.  

4. Having the 
feeling that you 
cannot talk about 
your CD at home 

Yes   

5. Husband thinks 
you overreact 
when you worry 
about your CD 

Yes  “It does not only happen at home. People often do not take in 
account what you have experienced”.  
 

  
3.5. Expert critical assessment  

 
Both clinical experts agreed on the four modules relevant to be implemented in the tool but 
had some minor remarks on the e-learning (Table 9), module two and three. Further, the onco-
psychologist gave some insights on how he would shape the scenarios and on how the 
feedback should be compiled.  
 
3.5.1. Feedback of the experts on the e-learning  
 
Table 9. Overview feedback e-learning  
Sub-concept  Explanation Citation  
E – learning is found relevant  Both experts agreed that 

starting the tool with an e-
learning is relevant  

 

Implement video material  Implementing a video into the 
tool is a good way to increase 
recognizability  

“A movie can be a good way to 
phrase that CD is normal and 
that nothing can be changed 
about it, that there is no training 
or treatment for it. Moreover, 
how to handle the cognitive 
problems can also be 
implemented trough a video. 
For example: explaining how 
you can allow it, explain that 
rest is important, how do you 
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allow it to be approached in a 
different way” – Onco-
psychologist  

Psychologist must be more 
accessible 

When patients are asked about 
the psychologist, they mostly 
answer that it is good that they 
are there for other people but 
for themselves they often see 
the psychologist as someone 
you go to if you cannot do it 
anymore. It is a little bit 
ingrained in our society  

“The tool should not have the 
effect that going to a 
psychologist is a problem. It 
should make clear that 
psychologist is easily 
accessible” – Onco-
psychologist  

 
3.5.2. Feedback on module two and three  
 
The onco-psychologist stated that it is important to remember that BCS are in a state of being 
in-between worlds. They feel like they are not the same anymore and from the outside there is 
less understanding for that because objectively there is not much to be seen while subjectively 
BCS do feel that they have lost themselves. BCS want to grab this loss back and often ask 
themselves or the caregivers how this can be handled or made easier. However, before this 
question can be answered, the reason why a BCS feels that way must be traced. For example, 
are concentration problems caused by energy loss or doubt. Afterwards, the question ‘how to 
deal with it’ can be asked. Therefore, it is not easy to separate both module two and three but 
separating them does make it clearer.  
 
The module impact of life can tackle a wide variety of problems but is mainly about 'who am I 
still' while the third module must be more global without specifically applying to very specific 
problems otherwise it will be very difficult to implement in the IET.  
 
In addition, the onco-psychologist mentioned that it is important that you think along with the 
patient. He gave an example of a BCS who was good in playing complex pieces on her cello 
but now she has recovered is not able to do that anymore. She asked him how she could 
handle that. Firstly, the reason should be determined: is it fatigue, or trauma related by the 
disease. This determination can be done in the second module. However, the more practical 
question ‘what do I do about it’ is more complex because you have to look at stress levels and 
training.  
 
The onco-psychologist added that in cognitive training a patient is helped from the level where 
she is now and mentioned that in the modules you can work with this strategy but that you 
cannot just give a solution, it is not a classic pattern.  
 
3.5.3. Comments on scenarios and feedback  
 
Furthermore, the onco-psychologist gave some insights in scenarios, using two examples of 
situations, and the points that you must consider:   
 

- BCS used to have an excellent memory. However, now she is not able to remember all 
the things she could before (for example: details of all her clients)  
Firstly, the reason needs to be considered. Is it only cognitive? Physical can also have 
an influence.   
 

- Feeling distracted or absent during conversations  
Can be both a frustration as a good thing. In module two, the reason can be tackled 
(concentration, form of alienation) while in module three, the self-management part can 
be considered being, it can also be positive because it can be necessary to give your 
mind some distance.  
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Regarding the feedback, it is important that it is started from the description of the problem and 
what this means for the patient. Afterwards, you can look at what could help the patient and 
what the solution might be for them.  
 
Furthermore, it must be considered that some people accept better than others and that a 
problem can have a different meaning for different people. Therefore, it is important to point to 
the things that you can still do well and to see the value of them.  
 
3.6. Consolidated recommendations for implementation in IET  
 
The conclusions and recommendations from both the FG as the expert critical assessment 
were categorized. In addition, following steps for the team of MindBytes regarding 
implementation, investigation and considerations were drafted (Table 10).  
 
Table 10. Overview recommendations for IET  
Conclusions of the feedback from the FG and expert critical assessment  
Determinants  - More need of support by fellow BCS with CD  

- Loneliness was mentioned a few times  
- Fleeing away from responsibilities and/or problems was much cited 
- Most of the determinants (onco-psychologist) were quoted without turn 
 on/questions.  
- Determinants were relatable  

Scenarios - Scenarios addressing reactions from environment, time management  
when not at work and being a spectator of situations should be provided.  
- Scenarios were relatable, clear and recognizable  
- Psychologist must be more accessible and this should be reflected into  
the IET 

Content & Design - More variation between text, audio, interactivity and videos needed 
- Content not always represents the reality   
- Positive comments on overall design and characters (very user-friendly)   
- Four modules are relevant  

Language - Some formulations were questionable  
- Overall language was clear  
- Important to think along with the patients 

Game Setup - Add modular component to enhance appeal 
- Tool could be used as support during informational sessions  

Following steps MindBytes  
Implement1 - More variation: audio, interactive elements, videos  

- Modular component 
- Reformulate indicated formulations  

Investigate2  - Appropriate scenarios per module  
- Copywriting of the scenarios  

Consider3 - Implementation of IET during informational sessions  
 
 
4. DISCUSSION  
 
This master thesis details the systematic development of an IET aimed at improving the QoL 
of BCS experiencing CD. Using the scientific foundations, both the discussions with the experts 

                                                
1 Put it on hold  
2 Further think about it and on how to implement  
3 Make a tangible change   
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as literature, enabled the development of the concept, content and GMs for this IET. Moreover, 
a demo version was created which is validated by both the target group during a FG as critical 
experts who are experienced in the field. By applying this mix methods approach an evidence-
based prototype of the IET could be established, which is the major strength of this research.   
 
4.1. Concept of the IET  
 
As indicated by the experts, literature and the target audience during the FG, CD can cause 
psychosocial burdens which can impact their QoL. Four major determinants were identified 
and formulated i.e. negative emotions, new priorities, shift of attention to inside and difficulties 
in social sharing. These factors should be able to influence the QoL of the BCS who experience 
CD. These determinants were validated during the FG by the target audience and were 
reviewed as relatable and recognizable. In addition, it was mentioned that it is important to 
asses these determinants in the IET which indicates that the determinants are congruent with 
the real-life experiences of BCS. Moreover, the onco-psychologist provided scientific articles 
which confirm consistency with his identified determinants.  
 
The overarching concept of the IET was established using IMB and Bloem models and was 
discussed in depth with the clinical experts who gave positive feedback on the use of this 
chosen theoretical models. Similar results were discovered through the conceptual hierarchical 
framework of determinants based on in-depth analyzation of the received literature. Thus, the 
categorization of the determinants established by expert interviews was confirmed to be 
consistent with the literature [4,7,13,14,41,42,44,45]. 
 
Overall, the scientifically determined context for the development of the IET was perceived as 
valuable and necessary. 
 
4.2. Content of the IET  
 
Fifteen EO’s were defined and were discussed during the experts’ interviews which were 
reviewed as applicable and implementable in the IET. As this is the first attempt to create a 
prototype of the IET for BCS with CD, no comparable results could be found in the literature. 
 
The main characters (e.g. patient, partner, ...) and settings were developed based on literature 
and experts’ interviews and afterwards a demo version of an IET was created. The participants 
of the FG had some minor remarks which were mostly specific related to the content of the 
shown scenarios. These scenarios were reviewed as relatable and recognizable. No major 
remarks were mentioned about the presentation of the characters, but some small language 
remarks were given. Further, the BCS mentioned that additional information should be 
provided for close relatives especially partners or children. In consistent with our data, literature 
confirms that the patient’s partner is an important stakeholder and more interventions are 
focusing on the needs of the partners as well. Therefore, the opportunities of informational 
sources for caregivers should be further investigated. 
  
Further, one remark was given considering ‘consulting a psychologist’ in the proposed options 
of choice and feedback during the scenarios. It was clear during the FG that patients are less 
inclined to go to the psychologist. However, this was contradicted by the clinical experts during 
the critical assessment since they emphasized the importance of lowering the threshold to go 
to the psychologist. This was also found in literature. Both the studies of Coppens et al. (2014) 
and Snick (2015) confirmed that there is still a stigma around going to the psychologist in 
Flanders [46, 47]. However, the study of Coppens et al. (2014) concluded that people are 
generally positive about seeking help [46]. Therefore, it should be further investigated how the 
threshold can be lowered and how the use of an IET could play a role in this. 
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Until now, only the demo version of the IET is visualized. However, a theoretical prototype of 
the IET is already developed (educational program design and possible scenarios). In general, 
most of this content being, modules and possible scenarios, of the IET were appreciated by 
the experts during the clinical experts’ assessment. In addition, content-related suggestions 
were made mainly on the second and third module. 
 
Comments regarding the comprehensibility were discussed during the FG. Some of the 
participants indicated that the IET could be more personalized or should give the option to skip 
certain scenarios or modules that are not applicable to them. As stated in literature, the right 
equilibrium between the necessary content and avoiding too much information, is difficult [48]. 
This barrier could be overcome by providing a small questionnaire at the beginning of the tool 
so that the scenarios could be altered based on the information given. Furthermore, as 
indicated by the participants itself during the FG, the tool could also provide extra reliable 
sources that can be consulted when more information is needed. However, it’s questionable 
whether the IET should be made freely navigable. The huge advantage is that the information 
is more applicable to the person and is therefore more engaging.  
 
Although this is a more personalized approach, the study of Pauwels et al. (2012) determined 
that information could be missed, or difficult topics could be avoided. This is a known issue in 
digital education as people tend to test themselves on things they already know and perform 
well in and don not always practice or learn new or different things where they have less 
expertise [49]. This could be further researched in feature research.  
 
4.3. Game mechanics of the IET  
 
Although, no efficacy data were generated in this research, preliminary perspectives on the 
IET from both clinical experts and target group (BCS experiencing CD) were collected. An 
important remark was that the participants wanted more interactivity in the tool by implementing 
video or audio material and whished supporting sources like reliable websites that they could 
consult. This was confirmed by the critical experts during the critical assessment.  
 
In general, both experts and participants evaluated the design as simple and clear. Moreover, 
the participants of the FG found the IET a good manner to guide informational sessions in an 
interactive way.  
 
4.4. Strengths and limitations  

As in every research, the development of the IET had several limitations and strengths.  

4.4.1. Limitations and strengths of the content of the IET  

Firstly, the identified determinants were only based on the input of the onco-psychologist 
closely involved in this project and no additional input of unrelated clinicians was asked. 
Moreover, the literature search preformed to confirm consistency with the onco-psychologists 
his findings was only a tailored literature review, using mostly articles provided by the onco-
psychologist, and was not a systematic literature review. Secondly, the scientific framework 
and identification of the determinants and EO’s was performed by only one researcher and 
again only validated by the onco-psychologist who was closely involved in this research. 
Therefore, in the future, independent professional caregivers or experts should be consulted 
to validate the content of the IET.  
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4.4.2. Limitations and strengths of the design of the IET  

Besides this, the IET was created using the existing SERES framework and software, which is 
an advantage as well as a disadvantage. The advantage of this method is that it was already 
validated in other healthcare domains. Nevertheless, this software was a restriction on the 
artistic and developmental freedom. For example, the visuals were always in two dimensions 
and not all game elements were possible. Despite the scientific framework, developing 
scenarios is always partially, a subjective step where the researcher translates the information 
into creative scenarios.  

Nevertheless, one of the strengths of this IET compared to the previously developed IETs by 
MindBytes was the evaluation of each developmental step by the clinical experts involved. 
Another benefit of the IET is that no healthcare professional is required while going through 
the tool and it can be completed by the participant at any suitable time and place. Moreover, 
the IET is easily accessible and affordable. Lastly, SERES software is soft-coded and easily 
allows adaptation. 

4.4.3. Limitations and strengths of the research group (experts and participants FG)  

It is plausible that a few restrictions regarding the research group could have influenced the 
data. First, the clinical experts interviewed during the experts’ interviews, were the promotors 
of this master thesis. These experts were strongly involved in the project which may have 
affected the results. On top of that, experts of the clinical assessments were active in the same 
university hospital. Although, the involvement of both clinical experts and MindBytes experts 
was a strength, consulting experts in the field, who are not involved in the study, is necessary 
during future tool development.  

Secondly, the FG could have the disadvantage that participants are often extremely interested 
and motivated. Moreover, the discussion was held in group and the participants could have 
influenced each other. Therefore, a more quantitative study or individual questionnaire should 
also be executed in the future.  

Lastly, some limitations are specifically related to the analysis of the results. The FG and all 
interviews were conducted in Dutch. However, the results of this thesis are written in English. 
Therefore, all data were first analysed in Dutch and translated afterwards to limit the 
information loss due to translation.  

A strength regarding the research group was the number of participants participating in the 
FG. The appropriate size of a FG is 5-10 participants. In our study a group of five participants 
participated during the FG. There is evidence, in line with our findings, stating that to measure 
the user experience of a product, five people can be sufficient. Translated to our study, this 
means that five participants were able to detect 100% of the usability problems in the design 
[50]. However, this is still only a theory and needs more fundamental research. 

4.4.4. Limitations and strengths of the study  

A last limitation regards the fact that no quantitative data were collected and quantitative 
analysis could be performed using for example a 5-point Likert scales to score relevance, due 
to the restricted time of the clinical experts’ assessment and the FG. Therefore, this research 
type has a lower level of evidence.  

Nevertheless, this thesis has the strength that is worth mentioning being that the tool was 
created based on strong scientific foundation and both the inputs of possible end-users and 
experts to assess the needs of the target audience. Our model found support in the articles of 
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Craig et al. (2013) and Kok et al. (2017), where is described that every intervention should be 
based on a solid need assessment [51, 52].  

4.5. Future research  
 
Since the context of the IET was well received by both clinical experts and target group, 
investments should be made in further tool development. In the future, options should be 
explored to implement video and audio fragments since this was indicated by the target 
audience. Moreover, additional scenarios should be developed so that a new version of the 
IET can be created.  
 
An idea worth considering is providing the IET during informational group sessions, where 
patients can interact with one another and learn from other experiences. The sense of 
community has the potential of enhancing motivation. Future studies on the current topic are 
recommended. Further, the options regarding protentional additional sources for partners and 
children should be explored.  
 
Firstly, this master thesis must be re-evaluated and the possibilities for implementation of the 
feedback from the experts and focus group must be inspected. Thereafter, a new (demo) 
version of the IET should be created and validated by (independent/autonomous) clinical 
experts and target audience. After completing these steps, ideally a pilot trial should be initiated 
in a group of approximately 10-20 participants who will receive a version of the IET which can 
be run through during several weeks. The participants will receive a questionnaire including a 
5-point Likert-scale at the end of the study period. Afterwards, the qualitative data will be 
statistically analysed to examine the effectiveness of the IET.  
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSION  

During this master thesis project, an interactive educational tool (IET) was created for breast 
cancer survivors (BCS) experiencing cognitive dysfunction (CD) through a collaboration 
between MindBytes and UZ Gent.  

Based on interviews with BCS, this target group seems to experience high need to improve 
their quality of life and yet little interventions are available. Throughout experts’ interviews, the 
context of the IET was evaluated as valuable and necessary. Expert interviews combined with 
scientific literature led to the development of the content of the IET.  

After creation, the IET was assessed by both clinical experts and target audience. In general, 
both experts and the target audience believed in the potential value of the tool. As this was 
only the first attempt to create an IET for this target audience, the content was not yet ideal 
and refinement is possible.  

In the future, it is essential to improve the IET with the pending remarks of clinical experts 
and focus group.  
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APPENDIX  
 

A. SERES framework for SGH development  
 

Framework for developing serious games for health. SGH: serious games for health.  
The research approach used for developing the IET for this master dissertation is based on 
the SERES framework for SGH development (Stage 1- Stage 4)  
1) Scientific foundations were acknowledged using input from clinical experts and scientific 
literature, using the scientific input the determinants, educational objectives and tool content 
was established,  
2) The scientific foundations namely, the educational objectives were translated into game 
mechanics and other design and game foundations, 
3) A demo version of the IET was developed,  
4) The demo version and educational program design of the IET were validated during a FG 
and expert critical assessment  

 

 
Figure created by MindBytes 
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B. Focus Group: Informed Consent Form (ICF) 
 
“Development and clinical validation of an interactive serious game to address 
the psychosocial burden associated with breast cancer.” 

Beste,  

U wordt uitgenodigd om deel te nemen aan een focusgroep, dwz een groepsinterview, in het kader 
van een masterproef van de Universiteit Gent. Neem, alvorens u beslist deel te nemen aan deze studie, 
voldoende tijd om deze informatiebrief aandachtig te lezen en dit te bespreken met de arts-
onderzoeker of zijn/haar vertegenwoordiger, of met andere mensen. Neem ook de tijd om vragen te 
stellen indien er onduidelijkheden zijn of indien u bijkomende informatie wenst. Dit proces wordt 
'informed consent' of 'geïnformeerde toestemming' genoemd. Eens u beslist heeft om deel te nemen 
aan de studie zal men u vragen om het toestemmingsformulier achteraan deze bundel in te vullen en 
te ondertekenen.  

Alvast hartelijk dank voor uw tijd.  

Achtergrond  

Voor dit thesisproject vindt er een samenwerking plaats tussen UZ Gent en een bedrijf dat interactieve 
computertoepassingen voor patiënten ontwikkelt, genaamd MindBytes. Tijdens dit onderzoek zal 
getracht worden een interactief educatie programma te ontwikkelen voor vrouwen die revalideren 
van borstkanker en hierbij cognitieve problemen ondervinden.   

- Interactief educatie programma: Dit een computerprogramma waarin spelelementen worden 
gebruikt om personen iets te leren of te helpen een thema beter te begrijpen. Het programma 
zal bestaan uit een verhaallijn in spelvorm waarbij de gebruiker de rol zal krijgen van het 
hoofdpersonage. Op die manier kan de gebruiker op een interactieve manier deelnemen aan 
het verhaal.  

- Cognitieve problemen bij kanker: Tijdens en na een behandeling voor kanker ondervinden 
patiënten soms problemen met het denken, het geheugen, met aandacht en concentratie. Bij 
de meesten gaat dit snel voorbij, maar anderen kunnen er langer last van hebben. Er is al heel 
wat onderzoek verricht naar de oorzaken hiervan, maar een duidelijke preventie of 
behandeling is niet echt voorhanden. 

 
Wat is het doel van het onderzoek?  

Met dit interactief educatie programma willen we de gebruikers op een interactieve manier informatie 
verschaffen en leren omgaan met de cognitieve problemen die ze ervaren. Het doel van dit 
groepsinterview (focusgroep) is een beter inzicht krijgen in de beleving van de reële eindgebruikers, 
vrouwen die revalideren van borstkanker en cognitieve problemen ervaren. Met de informatie en 
feedback die wij van u bekomen kunnen we ons interactief educatie programma verder ontwikkelen 
en verbeteren.  

Wat wordt er onderzocht?  

Binnen deze focusgroep willen we een voorlopige versie van dergelijk interactief educatie programma 
voorleggen. Met deze groepsdiscussie trachten we zowel de inhoud alsook het design van het 
programma te toetsen bij de reële eindgebruikers. 

Hoe wordt het onderzoek uitgevoerd?  
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Indien u toestemming verleent, zal u deelnemen aan een groepsdiscussie met nog enkele andere 
deelnemers. Deze discussie wordt geleid door medisch oncoloog prof. Dr. Denys, psycholoog dhr. 
Schrauwen en een thesisstudent. Het desbetreffende gesprek zal plaatsvinden in het UZ Gent en zal 
maximaal 2 uur duren. Dit gesprek zal worden opgenomen met een digitale recorder en nadien volledig 
worden uitgetypt. Hierbij worden alle namen gepseudonimiseerd (naam van ziekenhuis, stad, 
kinderen, artsen, etc. krijgen een code bijvoorbeeld a, b of c). Daarenboven wordt uw naam niet in 
hetzelfde document bewaard als het uitgetypte interview. Wat u zegt wordt nooit doorgegeven aan 
uw behandelende geneesheer of andere betrokken hulpverleners. Na het uitschrijven van de 
groepsdiscussie zal de geluidsopname onmiddellijk worden vernietigd.  

Verder vragen we u om een algemene vragenlijst in te vullen. U kan deze terugvinden op de laatste 
pagina van dit document. Deze bijkomende gegevens zorgen ervoor dat we een zo volledig mogelijk 
beeld kunnen vormen dat als achtergrond kan dienen bij het interview. 

Wat wordt er van u verwacht?  

Indien u toestemt, vragen wij u eenmalig deel te nemen aan een 2 uur durende groepsdiscussie die is 
opgesplitst in blokken van 30 à 40 minuten.  

Welke risico’s zijn er verbonden aan dit onderzoek??  

Er zijn geen medische risico’s verbonden aan dit onderzoek.  

Wat zijn de mogelijke voor- en nadelen van dit onderzoek?  

U zal geen onmiddellijk voordeel ondervinden door deelname aan dit onderzoek. Wel kan u bijdragen 
aan de ontwikkeling van een interactief educatie programma dat in de toekomst mogelijks voordelig 
kan zijn voor andere mensen die een behandeling voor kanker kregen en met cognitieve problemen te 
maken krijgen. Een mogelijk nadeel is dat er een tijdsinvestering van zowel de twee uur durende 
discussie evenals de verplaatsing wordt gevraagd. Daarnaast zou de groepsdiscussie een nieuwe 
confrontatie kunnen zijn met uw gevoelens. Indien u dit wenst, kunnen we u na het gesprek, gericht 
doorverwijzen voor een ondersteunend gesprek met een hulpverlener.   

Wat gebeurt er als u niet deelneemt aan dit onderzoek?  

De deelname aan deze studie is volledig vrijwillig. Dit wil zeggen dat u zelf mag kiezen of u al dan niet 
deelneemt. U kunt dus weigeren om deel te nemen aan de studie. Ook kan u zich op elk ogenblik 
terugtrekken uit de studie zonder dat u hiervoor een reden moet opgeven. Tevens, kan u op ieder 
moment tijdens de groepsdiscussie aangeven dat u wenst te stoppen. Ook hiervoor hoeft u geen reden 
op te geven. In alle gevallen zal dit op geen enkele wijze een invloed hebben op uw behandeling of de 
verdere relatie met de onderzoeker of de behandelende arts. Dit zal ook geen negatieve invloed 
hebben op de kwaliteit van de zorgen en uw verdere opvolging. 

Wat gebeurt er met uw gegevens?  

In overeenstemming met de Belgische wet van 22 augustus 2002 betreffende de rechten van de 
patiënt en de Algemene Verordening Gegevensbescherming (of GDPR) (EU) 2016/679 van 27 april 
2016, zal uw persoonlijke levenssfeer worden gerespecteerd en zal u toegang krijgen tot de 
verzamelde gegevens. Elk onjuist gegeven kan op uw verzoek verbeterd worden. 
 
Conform met bovenstaande wetgeving zal alle persoonlijke informatie, verzameld tijdens deze studie, 
worden gecodeerd en gespeudonimiseerd. Hierbij kan men uw gegevens nog terugkoppelen naar uw 
persoonlijk dossier maar de sleutel tot deze codes zal enkel toegankelijk zijn voor de onderzoekende 
en behandelende arts of de door hem aangestelde vervanger. Bijgevolg worden deze gegevens strikt 
vertrouwelijk behandeld en enkel voor studiedoeleinden gebruikt. Uw identiteit zal niet aan derden 
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kenbaar worden gemaakt. Tijdens de verwerking van de studiegegevens zal uitsluitend worden 
gewerkt met de gecodeerde data. Wel zal uw naam op het toestemmingsformulier worden vermeld. 
Deze formulieren kunnen echter enkel ingekeken worden door de onderzoekers. Bovendien wordt dit 
toestemmingsformulier op een andere plaats bewaard dan uw antwoorden op de vragenlijsten.  
Deze documenten worden gedurende 20 jaar bewaard. De opname van de discussie wordt 
onmiddellijk verwijderd na het uitschrijven. Bij eventuele publicatie van deze studie, zal nooit enige 
informatie bekend gemaakt worden die uw identiteit kenbaar kan maken.  
 
Vertegenwoordigers van de opdrachtgever, auditoren, de Commissie voor Medische Ethiek en de 
bevoegde overheden, allen gebonden door het beroepsgeheim, hebben rechtstreeks toegang tot uw 
medische dossiers om de procedures van de studie en/of de gegevens te controleren, zonder de 
vertrouwelijkheid te schenden. Dit kan enkel binnen de grenzen die door de betreffende wetten zijn 
toegestaan. Door het toestemmingsformulier, na voorafgaande uitleg, te ondertekenen, stemt u in 
met deze toegang. 
  
U heeft het recht om aan de onderzoeker te vragen welke gegevens verzameld worden in het kader 
van de studie en wat de bedoeling ervan is. U heeft ook het recht om via de onderzoeker inzage te 
krijgen in uw persoonlijke informatie en er eventueel de nodige verbeteringen in te laten aanbrengen.   
De Data Protection Officer kan u desgewenst meer informatie verschaffen over de bescherming van 
uw persoonsgegevens.  
Contactgegevens: 
 

Katya Van Driessche 
e-mail: dpo@uzgent.be 

 
U heeft het recht om een klacht in te dienen over hoe uw informatie wordt behandeld, bij de Belgische 
toezichthoudende instantie die verantwoordelijk is voor het handhaven van de wetgeving inzake 
gegevensbescherming: 
 

Gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit (GBA) 
Drukpersstraat 35 – 1000 Brussel 
Tel. +32 2 274 48 00 
e-mail: contact@apd-gba.be 
Website: www.gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit.be 

 
Is er voor dit onderzoek een vergoeding voorzien?  

Er is voor dit vrijwillige onderzoek geen vergoeding voorzien. Wel zullen uw transport- en 
parkeerkosten worden vergoed.   

Zijn er kosten verbonden aan dit onderzoek?  

Er zijn geen kosten verbonden aan dit onderzoek met uitzondering van de transport- en 
vervoerskosten die zullen worden terugbetaald. 

De opdrachtgever voorziet in een vergoeding en/of medische behandeling in het geval van schade 
en/of letsel ten gevolge van deelname aan deze klinische studie. Voor dit doeleinde is een 
verzekering afgesloten met foutloze aansprakelijkheid conform de wet inzake experimenten op de 
menselijke persoon van 7 mei 2004. 
(KBC Insurance NV; Professor Roger Van Overstraetenplein 2, 3000 Leuven; Tel: +32 16 24 55 81; 
polisnummer W8/28963726/0100 ). 
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Werd dit onderzoek goedgekeurd door de Commissie voor Medische Ethiek? 

 

Deze studie werd goedgekeurd door de onafhankelijke Commissie voor Medische Ethiek UZ 
Gent/UGent. Deze studie wordt uitgevoerd volgens de richtlijnen voor de goede klinische praktijk 
(ICH/GCP) en de verklaring van Helsinki (versie 2013) opgesteld ter bescherming van mensen 
deelnemend aan klinische studies. In geen geval dient U de goedkeuring door de Commissie voor 
Medische Ethiek te beschouwen als een aanzet tot deelname aan deze studie. 

 

Wie kan u contacteren met vragen?  

Indien u vragen of bemerkingen heeft over dit onderzoek kan u contact opnemen met een van de 
onderzoekers:   
 

- Prof. Dr. Hannelore Denys, medisch oncoloog, 09/332 584, hannelore.denys@ugent.be 

- Dhr. Wim Schrauwen, psycholoog, wim.schrauwen@ugent.be  

- Sandra Oldyck, 2de master student biomedische wetenschappen,  sandra.oldyck@ugent.be  

Alvast hartelijk dank voor uw tijd! 
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“Development and clinical validation of an interactive serious game to address 
the psychosocial burden associated with breast cancer.” 

	
Voor de deelnemer 

(Gelieve het vakje aan te vinken indien van toepassing)   

 Ik, ………………... …………………………………………………….(voor- en achternaam), bevestig dat ik 
voldoende informatie heb gekregen, zowel mondeling als schriftelijk, over het doel en het belang van 
dit onderzoek. Ik weet wat dit onderzoek inhoudt. Mijn vragen zijn beantwoord en ik weet tot wie ik 
mij kan richten met verdere vragen.  

 
 Ik werd geïnformeerd dat mijn deelname vrijwillig is en dat mijn medewerking geen risico’s 

inhoudt. Verder weet ik dat ik op ieder moment mijn toestemming kan intrekken en hiervoor geen 
reden dien op te geven. Tenslotte ben ik ervan op de hoogte dat dit geen gevolgen zal hebben voor 
mijn verdere behandeling.  

 
 Ik stem toe met een deelname aan de groepsdiscussie en het invullen van de gekoppelde 

vragenlijsten. 
  

 Gelezen en goedgekeurd,  

……./……./………  

   

Handtekening:  

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Voor de onderzoeker  

Ik bevestig dat ik mondeling de nodige informatie heb gegeven over deze studie, dat ik een kopie heb 
gegeven van de informatie- en toestemmingsfolder die door de verschillende partijen werd getekend, 
dat ik bereid ben om zo nodig aanvullende vragen te beantwoorden en dat ik geen druk heb 
uitgeoefend op ouder of kind om aan de studie deel te nemen.  
   
   
…………………………                     ……………………                          …….……………   
 
Titel van de studie                       Handtekening                                       Datum 
 

  

Codenummer: ………………………… (voor onderzoeker) 
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Demografische vragenlijst: focus groep 
Codenummer (in te vullen door de onderzoeker) : ……….……………… 

 
 
Beste,  
Indien u wenst deel te nemen aan dit onderzoek zouden wij u willen vragen de volgende vragen in te 
vullen  
Hartelijk dank!  
 
1. Wat is uw leeftijd ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

2. Welke therapie heeft u gehad? Duid aan wat voor u van toepassing is.  
£ operatie 
£ chemotherapie 
£ bestraling 
£ antihormoon therapie 
£ …. 
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C. Conceptual framework: Bloem model (Bloem & Stalpers, 2012)  
 
The overarching concept, using the Bloem model, of the IET states that the outcomes of 
using an IET are  

1. Perceived control can be seen as the belief of the individual that his health condition, 
in the individual’s perception, can be influenced or controlled by himself or by others.  

2. Acceptance can be defined as the feeling by the individual that his health condition 
and the possible constraints on functioning resulting from it, are acceptable and fitting 
for him as a person. In psychological terms, it represents an individual’s experience of 
his health condition as an integrated and inalienable part of his self.  

 
 

D. Conceptual framework: Information Motivation Behavioural Skills (IMB) model 
(Fisher &Fisher, 2003)  
 

The IMB model suggests that people need Information, Motivation and learn to apply 
Behavioural skills in order to change their behavior. This framework was applied in the 
conceptual framework and design of the IET. The educational objectives, learning and game 
mechanics were constituted using this framework.   

 
The Information -Motivation-Behavioural Skills Model of Health behavior  
From J. D. Fisher and W. A. Fisher (1992). Changing AIDS risk behavior. Psychological Bulletin, 111, 
455–74.  
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E. Determinant mapping: Spreadsheet 

 
The determinants exerted from the interviews with the onco-psychologist were categorized 
using a spreadsheet.  
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F. Determinant mapping: Mind map  

 
Visual presentation of the established using a mind-map to visually connect them with each 
other and with the stakeholders involved as well as the experienced burdens and issues. This 
way, an attempt was made to further analyse and understand the determinants. Furthermore, 
the mind-map was a structured visual, which facilitated the link between the determinants and 
the real-life experience of BCS.  
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G. Educational Program Design: LM-GM Mapping  
 
Each educational objective was coupled to mechanism used from the IMB model. Moreover, 
for each educational objective the possible game implementation was established and the 
appropriate learning and game mechanics were designated using Bloom’s Thinking Skill 
Classification.   
 
 
Table 1. Overview learning - and game mechanics  
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Learning 
objective 

Mech-
anism 

Thinking skill Learning 
mechanic 

Game mechanic Game 
implementati-
on 

1. Explain 
CD and 
what CD 
could 
mean 
(what, 
when, 
where, 
effects) + 
give 
examples  

I Understanding 
 

Tutorial  
 

Cascading 
Information 
Role-Play 
Tutorial  

- E-learning: 
main character 
explains 
cognitive 
problems 
during 
narrative  
 

2. Describe 
which 
emotions 
(positive 
and 
negative) 
can be 
caused by 
or 
associated 
with 
having CD 
(when, 
where)  

I Understanding 
Applying  

Tutorial  
Participation 
Questions & 
Answer 
Action/task  

Cascading 
Information 
Question & Answer 
Role-Play 
Tutorial 
Selecting/collecting  

- E-learning: 
main character 
explaining her 
emotions 
associated 
with having 
CD 
- Using 
interactivity 
where user 
can click on 
which 
emotions are 
applicable for 
them 

3. Describe 
examples 
of 
experience
s with CD  

M Understanding Tutorial  
Role-play  

Cascading 
Information 
Role play  

- E-learning: 
examples of 
experiences 
with CD are 
described by 
main character 
/ audio with 
some 
examples 
given by end-
users  

4. Explain 
the 
normality 
of CD after 
BC 
treatment   

I Understanding 
 

Tutorial  
 

Cascading 
Information 
 

- E-learning: 
video of a BC 
nurse / 
oncologist 
explaining 
normality  

5. Describe 
the 
possible 
cause of 
CD  

I Understanding 
 

Tutorial  
Question & answer  

Cascading 
Information 
Question & answer  

- E-learning: 
video of BC 
nurse / 
oncologist 
explaining 
normality  
- Using 
interactivity 
where user 
can click on 
cause  
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6. 
Distinguis
h facts and 
myths 
related to 
CD and the 
effects on 
life 

I/M Understanding 
 

Tutorial  
Question & answer  
Participation  

Cascading 
Information 
Question & answer 
  

- E-learning: 
Common facts 
and myths can 
be discovered 
by using 
interactivity 
with true or 
false questions  

7. Describe 
practical 
coping 
mechanis
ms and 
strategies 
that could 
be used to 
handle CD 
and 
identify 
when to 
use them 

I/B Understanding 
Creating  
Evaluating  
Analyzing  
Applying  

Tutorial  
Participation 
Questions & 
Answer 
Planning  
Incentive  
Motivation  
Refect/discuss 
Analyse 
Experimentation 
Feedback 
Identify 
Observation 
Action/Task  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation  
 

Question & Answer 
Role-Play 
Tutorial  
Strategy/Planning 
Action Points 
Assessment 
Pareto optimal 
Rewards/Penalties 
Feedback  
Realism  
Progression  
Selecting/collecting  
Simulate/response  

- E-learning: 
description of 
several 
practical tips 
that can be 
used as help 
or support 
(general, not 
specific to 
certain 
situations) 
during 
narrative  
- Using 
interactivity 
where user 
can click on 
the tips they 
are already 
using/doing  
- Scenarios 
with practical 
coping 
strategies as 
choices  
- Feedback 
referring to 
use of 
practical 
coping 
strategies  

8. 
Demonstra
te how to 
cope with 
the 
emotions 
associated 
with CD -> 
use coping 
skills for 
dealing 
and coping 
with CD 

B Creating  
Analyzing 
Evaluating 
Applying  

Planning  
Incentive  
Motivation  
Reflect/discuss 
Analyze 
Experimentation 
Feedback 
Identify 
Assessment  
Observation 
Action/Task  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation  

Strategy/planning  
Feedback 
Realism  
Action points  
Assessment  
Pareto optimal  
Rewards/penalties  
Progression  
Selecting/collecting  
Simulate/response  

- Scenarios 
related to 
coping with 
emotions  
- Feedback 
explaining 
coping 
mechanisms 
and how they 
can be applied 
in daily life  
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9. Use 
(coping) 
strategies 
to accept 
CD and its 
effect on 
(daily) life 

B Evaluating  
Applying  
Retention  

Assessment  
Incentive  
Motivation  
Reflect/discuss  
Action/task  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation  
Guidance  
Instruction  
Repetition  

Action points  
Assessment  
Pareto optimal  
Rewards/penalties  
Progression  
Selecting/collecting  
Simulate/response  
Cut scenes/story  
Goods/information 

- Scenarios 
with options 
about 
accepting CD  
- feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to value of 
accepting CD  
 

10. Use 
coping 
strategies 
to control 
CD in daily 
life  

B Evaluating  
Applying  
Retention  

Assessment  
Incentive  
Motivation  
Reflect/discuss  
Action/task  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation  
Guidance  
Instruction  
Repetition 

Action points  
Assessment  
Pareto optimal  
Rewards/penalties  
Progression  
Selecting/collecting  
Simulate/response  
Cut scenes/story  
Goods/information  
 

- Scenarios 
with options 
about 
controlling CD 
- Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to controlling 
CD 
 

11. 
Demonstra
te 
confidence 
to discuss 
CD with 
partner, 
family and 
friends 

M/B Creating  
Applying  
Retention  

Planning  
Action/task  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation   

Strategy/planning  
Progression  
Selection/collecting  
Simulate/response  
 

- Scenarios 
with options to 
discuss CD 
with others 
- Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to discussion 
with others  

12. be 
aware of 
what Is 
important 
in life and 
set (new) 
priorities 

M Analyzing  Analyze 
Experimentation 
Feedback 
Identify 
Observation 

Feedback  
Realism  
 

- Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to setting new 
priorities  

13. 
recognize 
and 
understan
d the 
importance 
of a 
healthy life 
style and 
its 
possible 
effects on 
CD  

I/B/M Analyzing  
Understanding  

Analyze 
Experimentation 
Feedback 
Identify 
Observation 
Participation 
Questions & 
Answers 
Tutorial 

Feedback 
Realism 
Cascading 
Information 
Question & Answer 
Tutorial 
Role-play 

- E-learning: 
impact of 
healthy life 
style 
addressed 
during 
narrative  
- Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to healthy 
lifestyle 
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14. 
Demonstra
te more 
confidence 
to deal 
with CD  

M Creating  
Applying  
Retention  

Planning  
Demonstration  
Imitation  
Simulation  
Action/task  

Strategy/Planning 
Progression 
Selecting/collecting 
Simulate/Response 

- Scenarios 
with options to 
deal with CD 
or avoid 
- Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to confidence 
in dealing with 
CD 

15. Be 
aware that 
attention 
can shift to 
the inside  

I/M/B Analyzing  Analyze 
Experimentation 
Feedback 
Identify 
Observation 

Feedback 
Realism  
 

- E-learning: 
reference to 
attention 
shifting to 
inside during 
narrative 
-Feedback on 
scenario 
choice related 
to attention 
shift 
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H. Overview possible scenarios  
 
Overview of all the established scenarios for the IET categorized in their appropriate module. 
The scenarios were based on the interviews with the onco-psychologist and were validated 
by the onco-psychologist. 
 

 
Table 2. overview possible scenarios IET listed per module  

Module   Scenario description   
1.  I. At home (or another environment): introduction of the character.  

A female BCS introduces herself. Describing that she survived breast cancer (and 
is receiving hormonal therapy?). The woman mentions that she is having 
cognitive problems since her therapy. 
II. At home:  
BCS explains what cognitive problems are and what different problems/settings 
this can occur. Examples of CD needs to be given. 
Zooming in on the head of the woman where different examples are displayed 
III. At home:  
BCS describes how CD is affecting her life, what the consequences are and how 
it is affecting her emotions (determinants -> conclusions wim + other emotions) 
interactivity: main character will ask with which emotions and problems she is 
dealing, and the user can click on the possibilities that are applicable to her 
IV. At hospital, BCNurse office:  
Nurse needs to explain that it is normal that you experience CD after BC 
treatment. That a lot of woman experience these and that there certainly not 
alone. (Can be a conversation with the patient where questions are asked in both 
ways -> that way the nurse will not give obligations, or the patients will not feel 
attacked)  
- provide an audio/video where the user can click on to get more detailed 
information about this 
V. At hospital, BCNurse office : 
Nurse informs about the facts and the myths about cognitive problems by using 
a interactivity with true and false questions 
VII. At home:  
Different strategies on how you can cope with CD should be mentioned.  
Use interactivity where the user can click on what they are already using 
VIII. At home:  
Give examples of how you can improve your healthy life style (mental and 
physical) and its effect on CD and daily life functioning. 

2 Je bent aan het lunchen met enkele vriendinnen. Het is gezellig, iedereen 
vertelt verhalen en maakt plezier. Een goede vriendin van je vertelt je een 
verhaal en stelt vast dat je niet aan het opletten bent. Je merkt wel vaker dat je 
gemakkelijker afdwaalt met je gedachten, zonder je steeds bewust te zijn van 
waar je aan denkt.  
 
Opties:  
- Je verontschuldigt je en zegt dat dit niet je bedoeling was 
 - Je vertelt haar hoe het echt zit en zegt dat je je de laatste tijd wat makkelijker 
terugtrekt omdat je dit aangenaam en rustgevend vindt 
- Je verontschuldigt je en zegt dat je je niet goed voelt. Je gaat naar huis zodat 
je daar alleen kunt zijn.  

 Vroeger goed dingen kunnen onthouden zoals datums en nu kan je dat niet 
meer. Je herkent jezelf niet meer daarin en voelt alsof je een stuk van je zelf 
kwijt bent.  

- Hardnekkig probeer je alles op te schrijven en je gebruikt hulpmiddelen 
om toch absoluut geen fouten te maken. Vroeger was je een 
controlefreak. 

- Je zoekt lotgenoten op om te horen hoe zij dit ervaren 
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- Je vraagt via de borstverpleegkundige een contact met een psycholoog 
om je geheugen te laten nakijken 

3.  Tijdens de discussie met je collega lijk je moeite te hebben om 
werkgerelateerde taal op te pikken. Je maakt je zorgen dat dit een blijvend 
probleem wordt en wil niet dat je collega's of baas denken dat je dit werk niet 
meer aankan.  
 
Opties:  
- Met je collega praten en vertellen dat je hiermee sinds je behandeling 
problemen hebt met je geheugen.  
- Woordenschat opnieuw studeren 
- Werkgerelateerde woordenlijst maken en bijhouden die je kan raadplegen 
wanneer je het moeilijker hebt ter ondersteuning.  

 Je hebt een nota gemaakt in je agenda, er staat duidelijk dat je een afspraak 
hebt maar je kunt je niet meer herinneren met wie of waar. Je pijnigt je 
hersenen maar komt er toch niet een antwoord te vinden. Je belt je man op en 
je beste vriendin om van hun te vernemen of zij een idee hebben.  
Je bent bang dat je iemand gaat teleurstellen of dat iemand waarmee je een 
afspraak had kwaad gaat zijn op jou.  
 
Opties:  
- Je blijft zoeken voor jezelf en belt tot je gevonden hebt wat het zou kunnen zijn  
- Je neemt je steevast voor om je agenda praktischer te gebruiken en 
uitgebreider neer te schrijven zodat je in het vervolg ook de uitleg bij de 
afspraak kan lezen.  
- je probeert het los te laten. Je hebt zowieso het gevoel dat je minder onder 
controle hebt en je ziet wel wat er van komt. 

 Je hebt het gevoel dat je de lat weer hoog legt voor jezelf terwijl je net had 
gezegd tegen jezelf dat je wat gas ging terugnemen. 

 Je hebt niet de indruk dat je interesses veranderd zijn maar je komt er niet meer 
toe je hobby uit te oefenen. Het lijkt alsof te inspanning te hoog is, wat vreemd 
is want vroeger deed je het zo graag. 

4.  Je worstelt met je gevoelens door je cognitieve dysfunctie. Je voelt je onzeker 
en in het dagelijks leven ben je bang om dingen te vergeten en heb je tevens 
wat problemen met je concentratie. Thuis heb je het gevoel dat je niet over je 
cognitieve dysfunctie kan praten. Je wil namelijk anderen niet lastigvallen en wil 
niet dat je anders behandeld zal worden. 
 
Opties:  
- Je neemt je toch voor om te praten over je gevoelens met je man. Je legt uit 
dat je het moeilijk vindt om te blijven vertellen over je cognitieve problemen 
omdat je het gevoel krijgt dat hij alles moet dragen. Je zoekt naast je man 
andere mensen bij wie je terecht kan (bv lotgenoten) 
- Je probeert alleen met je emoties om te gaan.  
- Je probeert je te distantiëren van je emoties en het leven zo verder te zetten.  

 Je probeert met je man te praten over je gevoelens in verband met je cognitieve 
dysfunctie. Hij denkt echter, dat je wat overdreven reageert. Hij denkt dat het in 
je hoofd zit en lacht het weg. Hij zegt dat je je wat meer moet ontspannen en 
kalmeren en dat alles zo wel zal beteren. Je voelt je mis/onbegrepen en vindt 
dit frustrerend. 
 
Opties:  
- Je probeert het alleen aan te pakken. Je hebt schrik dat als je hier over praat 
met iemand, ze je toch niet gaan begrijpen  
- Je gaat samen met je man langs bij de psycholoog of borstverpleegkundige. 
Op die manier hoop je het wederzijds begrip te versterken en kan je samen 
naar oplossingen zoeken.   

 Het gevoel dat omgeving niet echt begrijpt wat je nu meemaakt. Ze 
veronderstellen dat je beter bent en geven je precies geen ruimte om te 
herstellen  
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- Je besluit dat je hen dan maar minder zal vertellen, je ervaart het 
onbegrip als te confronterend 

- Tegenover je man en je vriendinnen maak je je kwaad. Je neemt het 
niet dat zij de problemen zomaar wegwuiven 

- Je gaat na wie of wat in je leven wel ruimte geeft en je besluit daar 
meer op in te zetten 

 Je voelt dat je interesses verandert zijn sinds je behandeling en hebt het gevoel 
dat je minder raakvlakken hebt met je vriendinnen 
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I. Focus Group Part 3: Additional Scenarios  
 
During the focus group 5 additional scenarios were shown during the third part. Only 
the description of the scenarios was shown to validate the relatability and 
recognizability. During the focus group no options or feedback was shown. The 
scenarios were written in Dutch  
 
Extra scenario’s focus groep  
Deze lijst zal worden overlopen in het laatste deel van de focusgroep, de deelnemers 
kunnen dan (aan de hand van de vragen) aangeven of ze scenario’s nodig vinden om 
te implementeren, welke ze zouden weglaten en welke andere ze nog zouden willen 
includeren. 
-> peilen naar welke soort situaties ze nodig vinden om te implementeren, niet zozeer 
gefocust op het soort feedback.  

 
1. Tijdens de discussie met je collega lijk je moeite te hebben om werkgerelateerde taal 

op te pikken. Je maakt je zorgen dat dit een blijvend probleem wordt en wil niet dat 
je collega's of baas denken dat je dit werk niet meer aankan.  

 
2. Je hebt een nota gemaakt in je agenda, er staat duidelijk dat je een afspraak hebt 

maar je kunt je niet meer herinneren met wie of waar. Je pijnigt je hersenen maar 
komt er toch niet een antwoord te vinden. Je belt je man op en je beste vriendin om 
van hun te vernemen of zij een idee hebben.  
Je bent bang dat je iemand gaat teleurstellen of dat iemand waarmee je een afspraak 
had kwaad gaat zijn op jou.  

 
3. Je bent aan het lunchen met enkele vriendinnen. Het is gezellig, iedereen vertelt 

verhalen en maakt plezier. Een goede vriendin van je vertelt je een verhaal en stelt 
vast dat je niet aan het opletten bent. Je merkt wel vaker dat je gemakkelijker 
afdwaalt met je gedachten, zonder je steeds bewust te zijn van waar je aan denkt.  

 
4. Je worstelt met je gevoelens door je cognitieve dysfunctie. Je voelt je onzeker en in 

het dagelijks leven ben je bang om dingen te vergeten en heb je tevens wat 
problemen met je concentratie. Thuis heb je het gevoel dat je niet over je cognitieve 
dysfunctie kan praten. Je wil namelijk anderen niet lastigvallen en wil niet dat je 
anders behandeld zal worden. 

  
5. Je probeert met je man te praten over je gevoelens in verband met je cognitieve 

dysfunctie. Hij denkt echter, dat je wat overdreven reageert. Hij denkt dat het in je 
hoofd zit en lacht het weg. Hij zegt dat je je wat meer moet ontspannen en kalmeren 
en dat alles zo wel zal beteren. Je voelt je mis/onbegrepen en vindt dit frustrerend. 



 

  

 


